RADIO SHACK'S LATEST GOODIES

Direct-Access Keyboard Tuning of 22,884 Frequencies
£229.95
Available 15th January, 1984
Covers 68-88 MHz VHF-Lo, 144-148 MHz Ham, 106-136 MHz AM Aircraft, 136-144 MHz, 148-174 MHz VHF Hi, 380-450 MHz Ham, 450-470 MHz UHF-Lo, 470-512 MHz UHF-Hi

Realistic PRO-30. A full-feature, micro-processor-controlled scanner with extended frequency coverage— in a compact size you can carry wherever you go! Scan up to 16 of your favourite channels continuously, or search a selected frequency range for new or unpublished channels. Scan and Search in two speeds. Two second Scan Delay, selectable for each channel prevents missed replies. Lockout feature temporarily by-passes unwanted channels. Big LCD display shows channels and frequencies being monitored or programmed as well as the status of the channels. Priority function monitors your favourite frequency while you listen to others. Frequency-tracking front end assures top sensitivity on all bands. Squelch control eliminates noise between messages. Has jacks for external antenna and earphones. With flexible antenna. 7 1/2 x 1 11/16" - Requires six "AA" batteries or mains or DC adaptor. Memory backup requires four silver oxide batteries. £229.95

Mains Adaptor £6.99
DC Adaptor £4.49

BEARCAT SCANNERS

BC-100FB £345.00
Hand held 16 channel programmable

BC-20/20FB
(with air band)
40 Channels
AM/ FM
£258.75

COLLINS KWM-380 Transceiver

DRAKE R7A
General Coverage Receiver

TRIO - YAESU - ICOM - FDK - KDK
DATONG - HUSTLER - SHURE
ASTATIC - Hy-GAIN - TELEX
MICROWAVE MODULES - HAL
DAVTREND - AVANTI - BENCHER and
EVERYTHING ELSE IN AMATEUR RADIO

RADIO SHACK LTD
188 BROADHURST GARDENS
LONDON NW6 3AY

Access

BARCLAYCARD

Giro Account No. 5887151
Telephone: 01-624 7174 Telex: 23718
LOWE SHOPS

LOWE ELECTRONICS IN MATLOCK, located on the Chesterfield road out of Matlock, that is the A632 and open Tuesday to Friday from 9 am to 5.30 pm (closed for lunch 12.30 to 1.30) and Saturday, open all day from 9 am to 5 pm. A visit to Matlock can be an outing for the family, the local scenery, the Heights of Abraham, Lovers Walk, etc. Ample free parking in our car park and when you have browsed then lunch in one of the towns pleasant restaurants. Amateur Radio with the family in mind.

Telephone: 0629 2817, 2430, 4057, 4995.

LOWE ELECTRONICS IN GLASGOW, located at 4/5 Queen Margarets Road, which you will find off Queen Margarets Drive (take Great Western Road out of the City and turn right at the Botanical Gardens traffic lights). A quiet sedate part of the city, easy street parking and a warm welcome from Sim, our shop manager. Open all day from Tuesday to Saturday, 9 am till 5.30 pm during the week and 9 am till 5 pm on Saturday. Whilst in the area the Botanical Gardens are well worth a visit. The Glasgow Shop has a full display of our range of amateur radio products and a stock room to meet your every demand. For your Amateur Radio needs visit Lowe Electronics in Glasgow.

Telephone: 041-945 2626.

LOWE ELECTRONICS IN THE NORTH EAST OF ENGLAND, set in the delightful market town of Darlington, the shop displays the full range of amateur products sold by the company. Our address in the town is 56 North Road, that is the A167 Durham road out of Darlington. Open Tuesday to Friday from 9 am till 5.30 pm, Saturday from 9 am till 5 pm (closed for lunch 12.30 to 1.30).

A huge free car park across the road, a large supermarket, bistro restaurant and banking facilities combine to make a visit to this delightful market town a pleasure for the whole family.

Telephone: 0325 486121.

LOWE ELECTRONICS IN LONDON, our shop in the Capital City, easily found on the lower sales floor of the Hepworths’ shop on Pentonville Road, within three minutes walk of Kings Cross railway station. Open all day Monday to Saturday, six days a week, from 9.30 am to 5.30 pm during the week and from 9.30 am to 5 pm on Saturday, a warm and courteous welcome, together with sound advice awaits those who enter. The entire range of amateur products is on display, backed by a considerable amount of stock. When in the City, visit Lowe Electronics.

Telephone: 01-837 6702.

check the price, £128 inc vat.

- The rig you will forget you are carrying...
- With overall dimensions of 140mm high, 69mm wide, 26mm deep and weighing only 260 grams (including aerial and batteries), the LS-20XE fits easily into your pocket giving perfect portable communication.
- Long range communication...
- A newly developed dual gate MOS FET is used in the RF stage of the transceiver which considerably improves receiver performance. The internal 50mm diameter speaker ensures clear audio under difficult portable conditions.
- Full coverage of 2 metre amateur band...
- The transceiver covers 144 to 146 MHz in 5 kHz steps and has repeater shift and automatic tone burst.
- Switchable output power for extended operation...
- In order to extend portable operation, transmission power level is switchable, 1 W, 500 mW and 100 mW, so depending on the terrain and conditions, the most economical level can be selected.
- Simple to operate...
- Simplicity of operation is a special feature of this rig and many optional accessories are available. Of major interest is the matching headset SH-2 having built-in vox, this convenient accessory provides simple and safe operation whilst cycling, walking, etc.

ACCESSORIES
- SH2 Headset (VOX built-in). £19.50
- CA610 AC charger. T.B.A.
- CS612 Mobile charger. £6.50
- SH1 Speaker mike. £13.80
- SFT20 Soft case. £4.10
- AAA Ni-Cad battery (4 batteries required). T.B.A.
- CP615 Battery carrying pack. £10.25

the Belcom LS20XE, a new dimension in portable amateur radio.

Now, an opportunity for you to buy at a greatly reduced price the LOWE TX40 c.b. transceiver. Now priced at £29.50 carriage £3.00, the LOWE TX40 is a reliable, well built and popular rig. A deluxe version of the transceiver fitted with an additional filter is available for an additional £8.50. Take this opportunity to buy at this fantastic price a LOWE TX40 c.b. transceiver.
TR9130 TWO METRE ALL MODE TRANSCEIVER
This rig is proof, if one needed it, that TRIO do not bring out new models just for the sake of it. The TR9000 is remembered as a classic rig and today people are still asking for second hand ones, even they are a rarity on our S/H shelf. The TR9130 incorporates the improvements that all amateurs asked for, green display, reverse repeater, tune whilst transmitting, higher power, more memories and of course memory scan. TRIO's answer, the TR9130.

TR9130 ........................................ £433.32 inc vat.

TR7930 TWO METRE FM MOBILE TRANSCEIVER
Those who have used or owned a Trio TR7800 will know what I mean when I say that Trio, with the introduction of the TR7930 have improved on the unimprovable. The Trio TR7930 improves on the TR7800 by giving a green Floodlight liquid crystal display, extra memory channels, both timed and carrier scan hold, selectable priority frequency and correct mode selection (simplex or repeater). The most significant change is the liquid crystal display, but closely following this must be the ability to omit specific memory channels when scanning and the programmable scan between user designated frequencies.

TR7930 ........................................ £306.21 inc vat.

TS930S HF TRANSCEIVER WITH GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVE FACILITIES
Much has been said about the TS930S transceiver and it now has a place high in the affection of those amateurs fortunate enough to own one, indeed it has become the "flagship" of the TRIO range. Providing full amateur bands plus a general coverage receiver (100kHz to 30MHz), the TS930S has every conceivable operating feature for today's crowded frequencies.

TS930S ........................................ £1216.70 inc vat.

TS530S HF AMATEUR BAND TRANSCEIVER
A logical progression from the reliable TS530 series the TS530S was the most popular HF rig in the range, I use the term "was" because TRIO decided to cease production and supplies were no more, however the demand from radio amateurs worldwide for the transceiver have continued and TRIO have reintroduced the rig. A standard HF valve transceiver without the frills but providing today’s amateur with all necessary facilities for reliable world wide communication, the TRIO TS530S.

TS530S ........................................ £595.00 inc vat.

TS780 DUAL BAND BASE STATION TRANSCEIVER
The TS780is the perfect base station VHF/UHF transceiver for the enthusiastic operator. The rig has all the necessary control functions essential for operating on both today's busy two metre band and the wide spaces of seventy centimetres. Full repeater facilities plus reverse repeater are included and the transceiver has the usual memory channels (10), two VFO’s, up/down frequency shift microphone, IF shift, two priority channels, memory and band scan, etc. A superb rig, I have one myself, ring for a full enthuse!

TS780 ........................................ £795.00 inc vat.

R2000 GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER
The amateur bands are only a very small part of the radio spectrum, many other transmissions are available for the short wave listener. Broadcast stations provide an alternative source of current information both political and regarding the life style of the country. Fitted with the internal VHF converter the R2000 covers continuously frequencies from 118 to 174 MHz giving access to amateur two metre transmissions (am, fm, ssb and cw) plus a lot more. Having 10 memories, memory scan and programmable scan the R2000 provides in one rig the perfect receiver.

R2000 ........................................ £398.82 inc vat.

TW4000A DUAL BAND FM TRANSCEIVER
I have been waiting for this rig for the last three years, now it is here and I am using one words fail me. Send for details.

TW4000A ........................................ £469.00 inc vat.

TR2500/TR3500 HANDHELD TRANSCEIVERS
Two first class hand held transceivers, one for two metres and the other for seventy centimetres. Ten memory channels, band and memory scan, repeater shift, reverse repeater and a low power position make the rigs extremely useful for the radio amateur who wishes to keep in touch with his local scene. A comprehensive range of accessories, base station charger, speaker microphone, mobile mount, etc, can be added to enhance operation, accessories used with one rig being compatible with the other.

TR2500 ........................................ £232.53 inc vat.
TR3500 ........................................ £250.70 inc vat.

just a part of the range

Securicor carriage on the above items £6.00

LOWE ELECTRONICS
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire. DE4 5LE.
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430, 4057, 4995. Telex 377482.
Buy Yaesu products now! While 83's prices still hold

FT-980
Transceiver 9 band mobile 10 watt multiband 200 watts £459.00
FT777
Transceiver 9 band mobile 10 watt with MF £399.00
MKF777
Calibration meter unit option £79.00
FK777F
FM board option £59.00
FT770
External power supply/speaker £110.00
PT770
Antenna tuner £89.00
FV7700M
Digital VO £76.00
FT7710FX
Amateur bands TX General RX £72.00
FT777XQ
Switch mode PSU £35.00
FT777AX
Automatic Antenna Tuner £110.00
FT779D
HE Power unit £45.00
FT9170WM
Transceiver 9 band mobile £749.00
FT9170E
10220M less inverter, memory & FM £749.00
FTX91D
9020M less inverter, memory & FM £749.00
FM991D
FM Mobile £280.00
KET1761
Curtia Kery £280.00
M17970
Memory 'SW £47.50
DC1999
Inverter from 12VDC £46.75
B925F
12 Mhz crystal filter FM £86.00
FV8100M
Digital VO £59.00
5772M
80m transceiver module £148.50
5774
4m transceiver module £84.70
4477
2m transceiver module £84.70
43307
70m transceiver module £148.50
5X7HC
CW Filter 60Hz £28.00
XHE9C
CW Filter 30Hz £28.00
XHE9CA
AM Filter 10Hz £28.00
FT1210D
Linear Amplifier 120W + PPI £75.00

FT-726R
Multimode multi band 2M £757.00
FT-728R
50/728
214224
HF module for 15m, 15m £180.00
144726
2m module £135.00
440726
70m module £230.00
5AT726
Full duplex module £95.00
XSF454AC
2G00A CW 3W £33.85
FT229R
Transceiver 2m FM 25W £215.00
FT7330
Transceiver 70cm FM 10W £215.00
FT7250
Transceiver 2m 2W multimode £230.00
FT7350
Transceiver 2m 2W multimode £230.00
SMC22C
Nice call 2.2 A.M. Y. £2.70
SMC20C
Semi converter (2x10w) £8.80
M9M81
Mobile mount £24.90
GM134A
Soft carrying case £15.00
Y9461S
Flexible handle antenna £15.00
PL3610
Linear amplifier 5m 10W £40.00
PL3810
Linear amplifier 10m 20W £40.00
RL7010
Linear amplifier 70cm £31.00
FT9808R
Mobile transceiver 2m £349.00
FT480R
Transceiver 2m multimode £239.00
PPR55
Power supply unit £55.00
SC11
Station console £35.00
R92050
Mobile Amplifier 5W £115.00

FT-729R
Transmitters 2m 10W FM £198.00
FT29R
Transmitters 2m 25W FM £238.00
FT29R2U
Transmitters 70cm 10W FM £225.00
FT29R2U
Control head £100.00
720W
Dock only 10m £110.00
720WX
Dock only 70cm £110.00
S72 Switching box £38.00
E72S
Case, 2m long £38.00
E72L
Case, 4m long £43.00
Prices include VAT & Carriage

FT-728R
Transceiver Handset 2.5m £198.00
FT728R
Transceiver Handset 170cm £198.00
S7283
VHF Mobile £198.00
R2A
Battery pack and lead £3.05
R2A2
Charging system for (FT270X) £15.35
NC3C
Base charger £10.00
NCFC
Quick charger RS £15.00
M7B10
Mobile bracket £6.90
K20720
Receiver 15-30 MHz AM £178.00
RFT72OM
Receiver 17500MA £385.00
DOR7500D
DC modifier kit £1.15
MIE2700
Memory option £89.00
RFT1770
Antenna tuner £55.00
RA2703
Active antenna £23.70
F1750
Low pass filter 500 Hz £9.95
F17270A
Converter 118-130, 130-140, 140-150 MHz £78.95
F17270A
Converter 118-130, 130-140, 140-150 MHz £84.70
F17270C
Converter 140-150, 150-160, 160-170 MHz £74.70
F17270D
Converter 140-150, 150-160, 160-170 MHz £80.90
F17270E
Converter 140-150, 150-160, 160-170 MHz £83.95
F17270F
Converter 140-150, 150-160, 160-170 MHz £83.95

FR7770
Y421
Hand 600, 4 pin jack £15.70
Y42A
Hand 2X, 6 pin jack, speaker £18.40
Y431
Hand 602, 8 pin jack £15.25
Y433
Hand 602, 4 pin jack £15.25
Y438
Stand 600, 8 pin jack £17.20
Y441
Hand 602 £18.75
Y444
Hand 602, 7 pin jack £16.85
Y449
Hand 602, 4 pin jack £7.65
Y91484
ellant 6050K £22.80
Y92444
ellant 6050K, 4 pin £22.80
MH-185
Hand 600, 8 pin jack £13.60
MD-188
Dock 600, 8 pin jack £49.65
FS21
Mobile speaker 6 ohm £11.15
FS22
Mobile speaker 4 ohm £11.15
YH11
Headphones pluged box £5.75
YH17
Headphones lightweight box £2.95
HP1
Lightweight mobile header £13.00
HP1
boom mic £13.00
SS1
PTT switch box for FT270/FT708 £14.95
SS2
PTT switch box for FT720/FT793 £17.85
SS3
PTT switch box for FT270 £17.85
FP4
17W power supply 4 amps £19.45
OF1240
World time clock display £14.95
FT1201S
Low pass filter £25.70
YF1502
Terminal Wattmeter 5-30 £92.00
FP4
17W 4 pin PSU £44.65
FP4H8C
12V PSU £22.95
Y1C6205
FRC counter data logger £175.00
Communications Ltd.
MAIN DISTRIBUTOR : FACTORY BACKED
BUCKLEY, STOKE, GRIMSBY, JERSEY, EDINBURGH.

POWER METERS, MORSE KEYS, ANTENNAS, ROTATORS, LINEARPS, PREAMPS, ETC.
We don't sell our sets until we know them inside out. A bold claim, but true. Our engineers have been trained by ICOM in Japan, and can guarantee the best after-sales maintenance service available.

As well as the 02E, 751, 745, 271, 471, R70, 290D, 490E, 25H, 45E, 2KL, AT100, AT500, 120, 2E, 4E in the ICOM range we also stock such famous names as Tono, Telereader, Cue Dee, Versatower, Yaeu, Jaybeam, Datong, Welz, G-Whip, Western TAL, Batteric and RSGB Publications. Thanet Electronics can offer you the most comprehensive and thorough service.
The IC-751 supercedes the already popular IC-740. Improvements such as the addition of 36 memory channels, do away with mechanical bandswitching and add full HF receive capability (0.1-30 MHz), which is even an improvement on the famous R70, and you get a pretty good idea of what the IC-751 is like. It is fully compatible with Icom Auto units such as the AT-500 and IC-2KL and a further option for computer control can be added. There is also a digital speech synthesizer option which will be ideal for blind operators. For power supplies you have the option of the IC-PS740 (which fits inside) or the PS-15/PS20 range for external use.

As you would expect there is a built in speech processor, a switchable choice of a J-FET pre-amp, straight through or a 20dB pin diode attenuator and two VFOs allowing split frequency operation.

Other standard features include: 36 memory channels with scan facility and start/stop timers, a marker, 4 variable tuning rates, Pass Band Tuning, notch, variable noise blanker, monitor switch, DFM (direct feed mixer) in the front end, full break-in on CW and AMTOR compatibility. The first IF is 70.045 MHz. Any XIT and RIT adjustment is shown on the display. The transmitter features high reliability 2SC2904 transistors in a low IMD (-32dB/100W) full 100% duty cycle. Power is restricted to 40W on AM and adjustable from 10W on all modes. FM and the IC-FL44A crystal SSB filter are both fitted as standard.

As you can see from this brief description the IC-751 is certainly a transceiver worth considering – Why not call us for further details?
MICROWAVE MODULES LTD

QUALITY, ALWAYS AND GUARANTEED

NEW
MML 144/100-HS
100 WATTS OUT FOR 25 WATTS IN
To suit the many New Generation transceivers having 25 Watts output
Phone for further details

MML 144/30-LS
MML 144/100-HS

INPUT
POWER
1 or 3W
10W
10W
1 or 3W

OUTPUT
POWER
(R.M.S.)
30W
50W
100W
100W

MODES OF
OPERATION
SSB
FM
AM
CW

PRODUCT
MML 144/30-LS
MML 144/50-S
MML 144/100-S
MML 144/100-LS

PREAMPLIFIER
GAIN
12dB
<1.5dB

N.F.
13.8V @ 4A
13.8V @ 6A
13.8V @ 12A
13.8V @ 14A

RF VOX
SO239
SO239
SO239
SO239

CONNECTORS

PRICES (inc. VAT)

MML 144/30-LS: £69.95 (p + p £3.00)
MML 144/50-S: £92.00 (p + p £3.00)
MML 144/100-HS: £149.95 (p + p £3.50)
MML 144/100-LS: £169.95 (p + p £3.50)
MML 432/30-L: £129.95 (p + p £3.50)
MML 432/50: £129.95 (p + p £3.50)
MML 432/100: £245.00 (p + p £4.50)

This advertisement represents a cross section of our extensive range of linear power amplifiers, currently available for the 144 and 432 MHz bands. We offer the widest choice of superb quality, British-made products, to suit virtually all transceivers, from hand-held to base station models, and provide guaranteed value for money. ALL OF OUR PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTS INCLUDING PA TRANSISTORS.

Although cheaper amplifiers have appeared on the market, we seriously advise the potential buyer to consider the following points:

1. Has the Company manufacturing the product been in business since 1969?
2. Is the product manufactured solely in the U.K.? If not what happens when you need service facilities?
3. Does the amplifier you are considering have a "realistic" power output specification? Be sure to check if the power rating is RMS or PEP!
4. Is the product fully guaranteed for 12 months, INCLUDING PA DEVICES?

If the answer to any of these questions is No, then you should telephone us immediately for help!

OUR ENTIRE RANGE OF PRODUCTS WILL BE EXHIBITED AND ON SALE AT MOST OF THE 1984 MOBILE RALLIES BY OUR OWN SALES TEAM, COME AND TAKE A CLOSER LOOK

ALL MICROWAVE MODULES PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED FOR 12 MONTHS (INCLUDING PA TRANSISTORS)

MICROWAVE MODULES
BROOKFIELD DRIVE, AINTREE, LIVERPOOL L9 7AN, ENGLAND
Telephone: 051-5234011 Telex: 628608 MICRO G
CALLERS ARE WELCOME PLEASE TELEPHONE FIRST

HOURS:
MONDAY-FRIDAY
9-12.30, 1-5.00
MODEL D70 MORSE TUTOR

Once you've decided to tackle the dreaded Morse Test you won't want to mess about. You'll want a learning method that is effective, painless, and that gets you on the HF bands FAST without any expensive retakes.

That's exactly what the Datong Morse Tutor can do for you, as thousands of satisfied users will confirm.

The Morse Tutor generates a random stream of Morse characters to give receiving practice, but two very important features set the D70 apart from other systems.

First: each character comes at you at its normal speed but with an extra delay between each one. As you improve you reduce the delay until full speed is reached. This way you always learn the correct rhythmic sound for each character and avoid the worst of the notorious "plateau" effect.

Second: you can take it anywhere and use it whenever you like without the bother of a mains lead. Battery drain is so low that you should be able to pass the exam on the battery which we install before shipping!

Supplied complete with internal speaker plus personal earpiece, and with a key jack for sending practice, Model D70 is your passport to a more rewarding hobby.

Price: £49.00 + VAT (£56.35 total)

FL2/FL3 MULTI-MODE AUDIO FILTERS

These high performance audio filters will improve the performance of any existing communications receiver... in most cases, dramatically.

By selecting "SSB" mode you can remove high pitched monkey-chatter from off-tune SSB stations; remove low pitched noises from other stations on the low side of your signal; remove tune-up whistles with a manually controlled notch filter; at the same time remove tune-up whistles with a second notch filter which tunes itself automatically (this function applies to FL3 only).

What marks out the Datong filters from the rest is the high performance of each of the above functions plus the fact that all four functions are available simultaneously.

By selecting "CW" mode all available filters (except the automatic notch) are automatically harnessed together to give an almost unbelievable ability to pull out a single CW signal from a crowded band.

Whether you are an amateur or a professional and no matter which rig you use, the overcrowding on today's HF bands can spoil your reception. Simply adding a Datong audio filter in series with the speaker may be the biggest single improvement you will ever make.

Note that by retrofitting the FL2/A auto-notch conversion kit you can convert an FL2 to an FL3 at any time. The only difference is the auto-notch filter.

Prices: FL2, £78.00 + VAT (£89.70 total); FL3, £112.49 + VAT (£129.37 total); FL2/A conversion kit, £34.49 + VAT (£39.67 total)

ORDER FORM

Please send me the following

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Unit Price</th>
<th>Unit Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Prices include Post, Packing and VAT (U.K.)

I enclose CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER No. ___________ for £_________ Please debit my VISA/ACCESS account.

Card No. ___________

All orders sent by return, 1st class parcel post. Any delay will be notified to you immediately.

SEND TO Dept S.W. Spence Mills, Mill Lane, Bramley, Leeds LS13 3HE, England. Tel: (0532) 552461
We are proud to introduce the TRIO TS930S, latest transceiver from Trio Price: £1,216.00 incl. VAT.

**TRIO TS430's**

**TW4000A**

**TRIO R600 RECEIVER** £257.00

**TRIO R2000 RECEIVER** £398.00

**VHF CONVERTER. £113.00** Covers 118-174MHz

**TRIO TS830S HF SSB TRANSCEIVER** £697.00

As the North West's only official Trio stockist we carry the full Trio range of equipment and accessories. Full service facilities. Send s.a.e. for up-to-date information.

**LANCASHIRE & THE NORTH WEST'S LEADING RETAILER IN AMATEUR RADIO. 20 YEARS SERVING THE AMATEUR'S SPECIALISING ONLY IN AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT. 24 HOUR MAIL ORDER SERVICE.**

**J.R.C. NRD515D** General coverage receiver 100 KHz to 30 MHz fully synthesised. Digital readout PLL synthesizer with rotary type encoder pass band tuning - modular construction. £986.00

**NSD515 TRANSMITTER & AC PSU £1,371.00**

**NEW 8 CHANNEL MEMORY UNIT J.R.C. JST 100HF TRANSCIEVER + AC PSU £1,147.50**

**DATONG PRODUCTS**

* PC General Coverage Converter £137.42
  * Low Frequency Converter £29.90
  * FL1 Frequency Audio Filter £75.36
  * FL2 Multi-Mode Audio Filter £83.70
  * Automatic RF Speech Clipper £62.80
  * RF Speech Clipper £30.90
  * D70 Morose Tutor £56.31
  * AD370/Active Antenna outdoor £64.40
  * AD372/Active Antenna Indoor £51.75
  * 2M Converter £38.67
  * Keyboard Morie Sander £37.47

**ANTENNA ROTATORS**

* Davia DR600 £113.00
  * DR7500 £125.00
  * DR7900 £141.00
  * DR8700 £160.00

* Kenpro KR400C £116.15
  * KR800C £154.10
  * KR800Elevation Rotator £207.47

**Station Accessories**

* Weit SP202DPWR/WR SWR Meter £69.95
  * SP100 £79.00
  * SP400 £69.95
  * SP10K £69.95
  * SP15M £51.00
  * SP30M £37.00
  * SP45M £31.00
  * Weit AC38 Antenna Tuner £65.00
  * GlobalSW AT100T tuner £39.95
  * SWRPS £12.75
  * HK 706 Morse Keys £13.50
  * Davia 2 way Ant Switch £13.95
  * SWL 2 way Ant Switch £4.75
  * V22 way Ant Switch £6.00
  * V33 way Ant Switch £10.00
  * V44 way Ant Switch £11.00
  * DL50 500hm 50watt D.Load £6.50
  * DL30 300hm 30watt D.Load £6.50
  * DL150 150ohm 15watt D.Load £25.90
  * DL1150 1150ohm 1kW D.Load £43.70
  * DL 1500 4kW D.Load Wattmeter £56.00
  * KX35 SWL Antenna £42.50

**DRAKE**

* MW7Antenna Tuner £163.00
  * MN7202K Antenna Tuner £220.00
  * TV3003 Low Pass Filter £24.85
  * Full range of Drake accessories. Available to order.

**G-Whip Mobile Antennas**

* Microscope Mobiles, FOK, and other equipment also available, including I.C.S. - Davia.

**WEIGHT: approx. 1kg. including memory backup batteries.**
"POSSIBLY THE SMALLEST COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER IN THE WORLD"
150KHz-30MHz + FM 85-108MHz
AM - SSB - CW - LCD DISPLAY

The ICF76000 is ideal for the man on the move. This completely portable receiver gives true worldwide reception in a package that will fit into a brief case. This programmable receiver has 10 memories, band scanning, electronic tuning, built-in clock, telescopic whip, external antenna connector, etc.; all at an incredibly low price. Stocks are very limited so hurry!

Message from SONY UK: Please insist on the Official Sony UK Guarantee to protect yourself

FDK M750XX
FM - SSB - CW

Here at last is a self contained short wave receiver station that doubles just as well as a domestic receiver. The forward facing speaker and digital display provide high performance and accurate tuning. On SSB and CW it gives tremendous performance from both its internal whip and external antenna connector. If you're looking for a replacement for the good old FRG7 look no further.

DON'T FORGET THE TS830S! Complete HF station for £695
100W output
9 bands
230v AC Mains
Variable bandwidth

SONY ICF7600D
£179 + these free items:
Headphones, Shortwave handbook, mains adaptor and carrying case.

WINTER SALE!

Here's your chance to make some savings. Like most busy shops we have some discontinued lines, ex demonstration units, damaged packing, thumbed through handbooks, etc. Obviously we cannot expect the customer to pay the full price in such cases. We all like to get goods in sealed boxes even if the first thing we do is to throw them away (the boxes not the goods!). However every single unit is brand new unused stock with full manufacturers' 12 month warranty. We are therefore selling all these items through our Hockley shop at substantially reduced prices. Below is listed some of the items in stock at the time of going to press. There are more but please telephone before making a long journey to check stock position.

FT102 - £649
FT707 - £469
M750X - £249
FT980 - £1095
FTP7 - £99
PCS4000 - £169
FT77 - £459
IC720 - £799
TR7930 - £289

ATC720
AIRBAND MONITOR 110-136MHz
This completely self contained portable covers the aircraft band. Fully synthesized frequency control is by thumbwheel switches and power is by rechargeable batteries. AC mains charger and aerial are all included. No other unit can compete in performance and size.
£159

RX40
FM MONITOR 141-180MHz
The FM monitor covers the major portion of the VHF communications band. It includes 2m ham band, Marine radio telephone, etc. Ideal as a professional monitor or for general listening. Rechargeable batteries, AC charger and aerial are all included.
£132
Introducing a New no-compromise HF Transceiver

A NEW SERIES WITH NEW FEATURES, NEW PERFORMANCE, AND ALL 9 HF BANDS

CONTINUING THE SUCCESS OF A GREAT RANGE OF TRANSCEIVERS BACKED BY KW SERVICE

At a lower cost the ARGOSY II (with digital readout) is an outstanding performer. 10-80 metres, 100 watts. Write or phone for details.

Now also available 3 KW + TEN-TEC ATU's.

Come to KW for all your other amateur radio requirements. KW service and guarantee. KW maintains the tradition of service the company is renowned for. Output-transistors unconditionally guaranteed for 12 months. The KW + TEN-TEC units offered above are introduced as a prelude to fully UK assembled equipment.

KW TEN-TEC LTD
Vanguard Works, Jenkins Dale, Chatham ME4 5RT
Tel: 0634-815173 Telex: 965834 KW COMM G

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS
HIGH ST, HANDCROSS, W. SX.
0444 400786

H.F. TRANSCEIVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>£ (edp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TS9000</td>
<td>1150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FT980</td>
<td>1150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM IC751</td>
<td>969.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM IC745</td>
<td>759.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM TS940S</td>
<td>739.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM TS930S</td>
<td>697.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FT900</td>
<td>669.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FT775GX</td>
<td>325.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM TS930S</td>
<td>595.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM TS130S</td>
<td>456.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FT77</td>
<td>456.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TRIO TEC-ONE Antenna Tuner Units

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>£ (edp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC-AT900 Auto</td>
<td>249.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC-AT100 Auto</td>
<td>249.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIO AT760</td>
<td>279.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FC757</td>
<td>210.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FC102 High Power</td>
<td>200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIO AT330</td>
<td>135.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIO AT130</td>
<td>93.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FC500</td>
<td>85.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WELZ AC138 | 65.00

FRT T700 Short Wave Listening | 42.95

H.F. RECEIVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>£ (edp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICOM R70</td>
<td>498.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIO R2000</td>
<td>398.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIO VC101 VHF Converter for R2000</td>
<td>113.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM IC720 with memory</td>
<td>389.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FRG770M without memory</td>
<td>335.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FRG770M antenna tuner for FRG770</td>
<td>42.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FRG770M active antenna for FRG770</td>
<td>38.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIO R2500</td>
<td>257.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V.H.F. RECEIVERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>£ (edp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J.U. SX300N</td>
<td>259.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A.O.R. AR2001 25-500MHz</td>
<td>325.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDK ATC720 Handheld Airband</td>
<td>150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F.D. RX40 Handheld 141-174 MHz</td>
<td>119.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POWER SUPPLIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>£ (edp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FT200R Portable</td>
<td>219.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIO TR200D Handheld</td>
<td>232.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIO TR200A 2M only fitted</td>
<td>215.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FT700R Portable</td>
<td>199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM IC7400 Handheld</td>
<td>179.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM IC7400</td>
<td>179.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM IC7400</td>
<td>179.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2M MULTIMODE TRANSCEIVERS TRIO TS790 2M 600mch Base</td>
<td>796.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU FT700R 2M only fitted</td>
<td>249.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIO TR130 2M mobility</td>
<td>315.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFY F450 15W Mobile</td>
<td>199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFY F450 15W Mobile</td>
<td>199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFY F450 15W Mobile</td>
<td>199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFY F450 15W Mobile</td>
<td>199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFY F450 15W Mobile</td>
<td>199.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

World Clocks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>£ (edp)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRIO HC10 - Digital</td>
<td>67.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YAESU QTR 240 Analogue quartz</td>
<td>31.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANTENNA BITS

Hi-Q Balun 1:1 & 3:1

W4AU Unadilla 4:1 Balun | 14.99 (1.20)
7.1/7.1/25, 15m Unadilla Traps | 15.99 (1.20)
7.1/4/21/28 MHz Unadilla Traps | 15.99 (1.20)
7.1 MHz Rf Traps - Epoly | 8.99 (1.50)
Self-Amplifying Tape 10m x 25mm | 3.80 (1.75)
Small Polyprop. Dipole 10m | 1.50 (1.50)
Polyprop. Strips 10m | 0.40 (0.50)
Small ceramic RG Insulators | 0.40 (0.40)
Large ceramic RG Insulators | 0.40 (0.40)
100m Tenn Feeder - Light duty per Metre | 0.15 (0.15)
300m Tenn Feeder per Metre | 0.14 (0.20)
UL7 Low Loss Coax - 50ohm per Metre | 0.90 (0.20)
100m Tenn Coax - 50ohm per Metre | 0.50 (0.50)
UL700m Tenn Coax | 0.30 (0.30)
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**MET ANTENNAS**

**High quality British Yagis to N.B.S.**

**GAIN OPTIMISED FOR MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE**

**WHAT IS N.B.S.?**

In 1976 the U.S. National Bureau of Standards published a report under the authorship of Peter P. Viezbicke detailing some nine man-years of work undertaken in the optimisation of Yagi design.

Investigation took place on the N.B.S. antenna ranges at Sterling, Virginia and Table Mountain, Colorado into the inter-relationship between director and reflector lengths, spacing and diameters as well as the effect of the metal supporting boom, in order to achieve maximum possible forward gain. MET Yagis have been designed and engineered within the strict specifications of the N.B.S. report.

**EASY ASSEMBLY**

All elements are numbered and colour coded for fast assembly so you won't need a tape measure.

**TILTING MAST CLAMP**

Not just any mast clamp! Ours allows the elevation of all our Yagis by up to 20° on a maximum of 2” mast. Horizontal, vertical, slant and in the case of crossed Yagis, X configurations are possible. The benefit to the satellite users is obvious, but if you live in a low obstructed site, tilting your antenna can bring a vast improvement in signals. Clamp available separately - see accessories.

**USER ADJUSTABLE MATCHING**

All antennas are impedance matched using a gamma match with a PTFE dielectric for low loss. Both the tap point on the driven element and the coaxial capacitor are adjustable for minimum VSWR and better than 100W power handling.

**PROMPT SPARES SERVICE**

A comprehensive range of spares for our products are readily available from MET and our stockists.

**BEACON MAPS**

A wall map of the European 2M or 70CMS beacons is given free with each antenna supplied. Available separately.

Callers welcome by prior appointment - PLEASE Please allow 14 days for delivery

**MET ACCESSORIES**

Tilting mast-head clamp: £2.50 inc VAT + 50p P&P

N-Pug (UR7 or RS213): £2.85 inc VAT + 20p P&P

Beacon Maps: 70CMS or 2M: £3.50 inc VAT + 20p P&P

**NEW NON-METALLIC MAST**

Exclusive from MET

Polyester reinforced 1½” diameter. 1.5 metres complete with fixing clamp.

RPM 1.5: £17.25 inc VAT + £1.95 P&P

3 metres complete with joiner and epoxy resin.

RPM3: £34.50 inc VAT + £2.25 P&P

---

Dewsbury Electronics offer a full range of Trio Equipment always in stock. We are also stockists of DAIWA-WELTZ-DAYTREND-TASCO TELEREADERS-MICROWAVE MODULES-ICS AMTOR-AEA PRODUCTS-DRAE-BNOS

Dewsbury Electronics, 176 Lower High Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands.

Telephone: Stourbridge (0384) 390063. Closed Monday.

Instant H.P. subject to status, Access, Barclaycard and real money.

---

12 Kingsdown Road, St. Margarets-at-Cliffe, Dover, Kent CT15 6AZ

Telephone: 0304 853021

(Enquiries from Dealers and Overseas Distributors welcome)
"Magazine" Articles

Any magazine needs different kinds of material, within its field, if it is to satisfy its readership. However, we know from over forty years' experience that as far as Short Wave Magazine is concerned, constructional articles are one of the most important parts of the contents. Now this is where you, the reader, comes in. We can always use good material, so why not write-up your latest brainchild for publication? If writing isn't your favourite occupation, you could always co-operate with another amateur who would do the writing-up from your notes, and with yet another who has the photography knack.

The articles can be short or long — one page or twenty-plus. We do feel, though, that many readers would like to read about a transceiver which operates at the normal power level used on the bands (around 100 watts output CW or p.e.p. SSB) with stability and readout accurate enough to compete with commercial equipment — and which can be home-built through a blow-by-blow series. This, of course, is a 'top line' suggestion; we still want to see plenty of shorter, and simpler (which can be just as original!), contributions. And of course we pay well for all material published.

So put your ideas and experience together and get cracking!
T
THE month under review seems to have been pretty abysmal — at least for those of us who are restricted in the hours available for operating by the demands of work, eating, drinking, sleeping and other minitiae. At the times when your scribe has been able to get on, the band has varied — from awful to unspeakable; which is not to say that some lucky reporter or reader hasn’t found some DX, so let’s get on and look.

The Bands
The problem seems to have been, in part, declining sunspots, and in part also to geomagnetic field behaviour varying from sub-storm levels to just unsettled. And in the short term as we write this, the outlook does not look much better.

Top Band
It is often said that when things are poor on the higher bands, they pick up on lower frequencies. This hasn’t really been true this time, although to be fair there has been DX about — in this case we suspect that the events of early October on Top Band have made normality an anti-climax.

G3BDQ (Hastings) has his card in to confirm the ZL2BT contact, and since then managed a QSO with HZ1AB. But of even more interest was the relaying by UA3PFPN of an SWL report that the ‘BDQ signals had been heard by the operator at Minny Base, Antarctica — 449 at 2005 on October 5. Needless to say the lads at 4K1B will be rectifying their inability to transmit on Top Band from there, in short order; the relay for this SWL report was UK6LAZ. A second, later, letter makes the point that while November might have seemed to be an anti-climax, there was still DX about — several East coast Ws, VE1ZZ and VE1BVL; their sunset time was of interest and yielded contacts at 2051 and 2148, with VE1ZZ and VE1BVL respectively. UA9COT and ZS5AB provided more interest and enabled John to hear the buzz that 7P8CL was on the band — though later words indicated this might have been some piracy. SN8ARY and JY7IZZ were nice contacts, and then the whole Top Band gang were out after the JAs, between November 21, when JA6IEF was heard at 529 around 1910 kHz, to 23rd when he was a good signal, peaking at 57, and fading away while G3BDQ waited his turn — he was finally relieved to get the last QSO before full daylight at the JA end took him down into the noise again. The CQ WW Contest was not very good to G3BDQ for DX — although an impressive list of countries heard from Europe appeared in DX News Sheet; but just before closing date on December 6, John managed a QSO with AA1K and W3CV, in time to hear GW3YDX working K6SE, followed by G6CJ, who had a bit of a scratch before K6SE faded out. On the morning of December 7, John found TU2TF and W3CV; the latter said he understood that K6SE had heard him and so G3BDQ was able to make his first California QSO on Top Band; and straight afterwards he was called by W5AQ. Thus, the tailpiece is that G3BDQ has now worked all the W call areas on Top Band save for KL7.

Turning to G4AKY (Harlow), Dave is getting ready for a move of house which should come up in mid-January — but he has promised to put up an aerial and power the rig before he uploads the furniture. In a small way this move is a bit of a nuisance, as Dave would have liked to make his 100 countries confirmed from the present place — only eight left to go for that target. November’s list shows 7X2AL, E6G6AW, W9SMY, K5UR, UL7MAN, HZ1AB, UA12CN (Murmansk), SV3SJ, RV0WUCY, Y39XO, Y22TO, T7TM (who is in the Call Book under his old MlC call), CT4BD, 3V8AS (QLS to DJ6QT), VP2KAC and lots of smaller fry; all these were on CW, but SSB made it over to 28AS, DL1YD, and GM4NBZ. Gotaways on CW included SW1JG, 2Z4DX, VK6HD, VE3GAS, KV4FZ, and YV2IF.

G3OUC (Newbury) has been operating between 2100 and 2300z on Top Band with his home brew 25 watt p.e.p. signal and a loaded vertical — 45 feet made to look like 3½ wave and tuned against earth, a set-up which yielded QSOs with YU3BTG, DA1WD, 4X6DK, EA3VY, EA2BGR, OH5NQ, LX1BR and PA0KS during the month, along with some of the more local stuff.

G2HKU ran the rule over the CW end of the band; it measured out at DL1RK/CT3 with the Big Rig, while QRP and four watts dealt with DF9ER.

Your scribe, having been driven downwards by the state of the higher bands, bent an attentive ear to the doings on Eighty CW; but it seems to be the case that the real DX which shows in the earlier part of the evening always disappears under the weight of EUs, a situation that rectifies itself, we are told, about ten minutes after I’ve given up and gone to bed! Nonethe-ce, Ws and JAs have been logged at workable strength.

G2NJ (Peterborough) reports that the band started well for his favourite inter-G afternoon operating, but fell away as the month went on, picking up nearer the deadline, when SMs were noted after DX as early as 1430z. PA3BSA/MM was heard operating near the Isle of Wight on November 7, working PAO1CD. Sadly before G2NJ could call him, he had cut off the contact prematurely and QRT. That QRP station, PA0OG, who was operating in ‘beacon mode’ back in May, reappeared in October, sending “QRP QRP QRP PWR 1 W TEST DE PA0GG PSE QSL” around 3555 kHz many times during November.

G4SXE (Burton-on-Trent) says that his success in October with his QRP rig made him dead keen to get at the November band openings. For the first fortnight not much at all happened, but then it occurred to him to change his ½-wave end-fed to a half-wave also end-fed, and to alter the ATU from a pi-network to a parallel-tuned set-up. This did the trick, and in the three days before he wrote Brian worked Y54PL, F6HPZ, PA3BTH, F5QF and ON5IG, all with the tiny rig.

Forty
This is a sadly neglected band as far as reports are concerned, but that’s not by any means to say the DX isn’t there! There was one evening when even 7 MHz was dead, but relatively local signals are there for the QSO-ing most of the time, and DX of course to be found, usually within pretty narrow limits, although it is worth while to sweep the band right through once in a while, as this just might result in a pleasant surprise.

Just one was enough for G2HKU — DL1RK/CT3 — and from what we could hear from here, we aren’t surprised!
Odds & Ends

G4BUE (Upper Beeding) has various things upon his mind at the moment, not the least of which was — almost literally — his tower and beam. Chris decided to have a bite at the 21 MHz only section on the CQ WW CW contest, using his little STX rig, which he reckons can be built for under £4 plus the cost of the crystals. As the STX rig is VXO controlled around 21060, it was decided to catch up on the chores around the house in between clearing up whatever stations might camp on the crystal frequency. This went quite well on Saturday, and the day ended with some QSOs of interest, and some cupboard’s built and installed. However, the next morning, G4BUE looked out of the shack, and saw the end of an aerial element . . . not possible if it’s in the proper place! A fast look outside, and all was revealed; the top section of the tower had bent through ninety degrees, and both it and the aerial on top were a write-off. Luckily Chris is covered under the RSGB insurance scheme, and so it only remains to decide what to replace it with! The point of this is that, while the G4BUE aerial was falling over, and a nearby building comprising four stables was ripped out of the ground and rolled over completely, (a) Chris wasn’t particularly aware of the wind strength and (b) the Shoreham coastguard said the highest gust they had recorded was 72 mph — clearly it was much higher in the small area in which G4BUE’s aerial is located. The moral, one supposes, is that if one is in doubt the aerial should be cramped down. Anyway, we are pleased to say G4BUE is back on the air with a G5RV suspended from the TV mast at about 30 feet, and has already made his QRP get over the pond on this aerial.

BARTG’s Ted Double, G8CDW, who has for so long been the mainstay of their RTTY contest organisation, has sent in a letter indicating that he has had to give up as from the end of 1983. His place will be taken by Mr. P. Adams, G6LZB, who lives at 464 Whippendale Road, Watford, Herts., to whom all enquiries, doubtless, should be directed. All we can say is that G8CDW set a standard which will be hard to keep up, and he will be sorely missed.

Forthcoming Events

For the interest of this section of the piece we are indebted to DX News Sheet, The DX Bulletin, W1WY, and a set of Mark One ears.

January 21-22 sees two QRP contests; the AGCW-DL affair and the Michigan QRP Club one. The former has five classes: ‘A’ is ‘under 3.5 watts’, ‘B’ under ten watts (both single-op), ‘C’ is multi-op under ten watts, ‘D’ high-power stations over ten watts, and ‘E’ the SWLs. Contest runs 24 hours, starting at 1500z; single operator and SWL entries to take 9-hour break, multi-op stations may go right through. Exchange RST, QSO number, and power input, plus ‘X’ if crystal controlled (e.g. 579001/X), and QRO stations send ‘QRO’ at end of the RST- plus-serial-number. Score 1 point for QSO with your own country, two for a country outside your own but same continent, and five for a country outside your own continent. Crystal controlled stations score double points, but must have no more than three crystals per band. The multiplier is one point for each DX contact defined as outside one’s own continent, and one for each country. Call areas in JA, PY, VE, VK, W/K and ZS are each counted as multipliers. Final score total QSO points on each band times multiplier for that band, adding each band score 10-160 metres. Separate log for each band, and logs to be received no later than six weeks after the contest end. Send them to Siegfried Harl, DK9FN, Spessarstrasse 80, Seligenstadt D-6453, Federal Republic of Germany, and enclose one IRC for the results.

That Jarvis Is. DX-pedition by AD1S/KH5 was a bit of a frost as far as Europe was concerned, as the propagation was so poor only 200 EU contacts were made. If you are still in need of South Orkney, then you may be interested in looking for AZ5ZA, which will be the call used by LU6EIB(SSB) and LU9EIE(CW) for a period of forty days from December 20. The QSLs go to LU2D, Box 100, Buenos Aires 1428.

Now for the latest news on the Clipperton front; the transportation is organised and the dates are given as March 5-23.

Shortly after this reaches you, HI3RST/KP5 is claimed to be looking to a Desecho operation over January 6-8, and maybe a little longer.

The people who want Andaman Is. and also those who need Laccadives will both be interested to hear that VU2TS has announced to the world on Twenty that he has permission for Laccadives, and will be taking an all-Indian group there; the same source indicates that the Andaman situation is opening up.

The news that, due to action on the part of NZART, VK9NS will not be licensed for Kermadec has caused 24 members of the Chiltern DX club to write to NZART urging reconsideration and support for Jim Smith’s proposed expedition; all we can say is that we will bend an ear to the
bands at the appropriate time, but we doubt that we shall hear signals from Kermaande . . . save for those of ZL3AFH/K who has reported on the low bands and is said to be putting up aerials for the HF bands too.

There are various buzzes that indicate 5U7 this month; the Hensons on the one hand and KC7UU on the other. At this writing we can't confirm either as certain.

If you are looking for Indian Ocean countries, you will be interested to hear that the Banyandah has sailed from Cairns, Australia, with Jack and Judith Binder; this is the boat that was involved in the 1978 Mellish job, Spratly in 1979, Kingman Reef, Tokelau and Palmyra in '81, and Mellish again in '82. This time the intent is to base at Mayotte, and run from there to Glorioso and Juan de Nova, in the Kermadec doubt that we shall hear signals from any band where occupancy is reducing as it does the possible spectrum 'channel' system is a retrograde step on various parts of the U.S.A. Although the ten -metre repeaters over the other side from the ex -CB rigs, putting their RF into pagitation on the band went well down into Africa and to parts of the Caribbean. G4HZW (Knutford) operated some 70% SSB and 30% CW; he reckons the conditions between November 3 and 8 were better, but poor for the rest of the time. The CW Activity periods organised by RSGB gave Tony a lot of fun, with contacts down to Surname and up to GM on what sounded like a dead band. In terms of contacts, it added up to an all-time new one by way of 5R8AL, then 3D6AL, 4Z0DX, 9J2FCC, A4XYY, EA5BA/AE8, OH2MM/E8A, HH2CQ, HH2VP, JJY7Z, N4TO/KP4, NP4Z, PY8FZ, SV1OL/SV5, TR8JD, UW1ZD in Murmansk, UA1-2-3-4-5-6-9, U18DAM, UA0AAB, UA0ACK, all W call areas, VE5ACP, VK5AWC, VK5ATN, VS6CT, ZL3ACT, ZS1CT, ZS3TSB/P; and the gear of course was the usual TS-820 two-element Quad aerial.

November 6 was the big day for G2ADZ (Chesterington) who put out a CW call at 0819 and was rewarded by a call from ZL2UW, followed by ZM2RY and VK4LV, and it was noted that other VK and ZL stations were on too; and the next three days were just the same, with ICs in all continents audible. The CW was used to work VS6HI, K1DG/PJ7 (QLS to K1AR), ZL2UW, ZM2RY, VK4LV, VK6OH, TJ7KV, while the following were heard but not worked: VP9LB, VK6UA, TJ1IQS (QLS to F6D2U), VK8HA, 3B8CF, 3B9F, S83H and various South Americans.

G30UC noted quite a bit of activity from the ex-CB rigs, putting their RF into the ten -metre repeaters over the other side of the Atlantic and so working around various parts of the U.S.A. Although the 'channel' system is a retrograde step on any band where occupancy is heavy, reducing as it does the possible spectrum usable and so adding to the QRM, there isn't much activity or many openings on Ten at sunspot minima, so here it can be justified at least until another four years or so have gone; but G30UC is still building up a VFO-controlled machine for his personal campaigning.

Finis

Sad to say more letters arrived after the deadline and so too late to be taken in — among them contributions from G3N0F, GW3YDX and G4LDS. For the next time the deadline is January 5, to arrive, addressed as always to your conductor, "CDXN," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ. Oh, and thanks for all the good wishes! They're much appreciated and heartily returned.
MAIDENHEAD SQUARES
A WORLDWIDE LOCATOR SYSTEM
N. A. S. FITCH, G3FPK

Contests have always been a feature of amateur radio activity and few weekends are free of them on the HF and VHF bands. On the HF bands, the scoring is usually based upon countries, prefixes, or zones of various kinds worked. Conversely, most all VHF/UHF/SHF events use distance as the basis for calculating the points. Furthermore, distance records are compiled for contacts on the many bands above 30 MHz via various propagation modes such as Moonbounce, Sporadic E, tropospheric, etc. To calculate distances over the Earth's surface, and the Great Circle bearing of one station from another, if required, information must be exchanged to, in effect, define latitude and longitude.

Latitude and Longitude

Everyone is familiar with the concept of latitude and longitude whereby a sphere, such as the Earth or Moon, is divided into Meridians of Longitude running north to south through the poles, and Parallels of Latitude parallel to the Equator. Any spot on the sphere's surface can be uniquely defined by the degrees, minutes and seconds method to an accuracy of about ±15′ metres at the Earth's Equator. Knowing the latitude and longitude of any two locations, the actual surface distance between them can be calculated by solving the triangle OAB in Fig. 1. OA and OB represent the radius of the Earth, while AB can be found when the angle AOB has been found. The latter is calculated from the formula:

\[ \angle AOB = \arccos \left( \left( \sin a \times \sin b \right) + \left( \cos a \times \cos b \times \cos C \right) \right) \]

where:
- \( a \) = the latitude of location A
- \( b \) = the latitude of location B
- \( C \) = the longitude difference between A and B.

Notes:
1. \( \arccos \) is the same as \( \cos^{-1} \) and means, "the angle whose cosine is . . ."
2. Latitudes south of the equator must be entered with a minus sign, e.g. 39°S would be entered as "-30" with due allowance made for the sign of the appropriate function. (If using a pocket calculator, this is done automatically).

For amateur radio purposes, the NGR system is too parochial. It is quite satisfactory for calculating the distance from Land's End to John o'Groats, but no use for working out the short distance from Dover to Calais since the NGR system does not extend into France. It will be seen that the NGR system is incompatible with latitude and longitude.

A concept familiar to all serious VHF operators in Europe is the QTH Locator Squares system and which, unlike the NGR one, is derived directly from latitude and longitude. The primary squares are two degrees from east to west and one degree from north to south.
south, being identified by two letters such as "AK" or "CG". These are sub-divided into eighty secondary squares, twelve minutes east to west and 7½ minutes north to south, numbered 01 to 80. Each of these is finally sub-divided into nine tertiary squares lettered "a" and "j" omitting "i." Thus a typical locator would be ZN54c.

Actually the so-called squares are not square since the "sides" converge towards the North Pole. At latitude 51°N, the tertiary squares are 4.662 kms. East-West and 4.631 kms. North-South giving a diagonal accuracy of ±3.286 kms. within a square. The origin of the European QTH Locator System, square "AA," is the Greenwich Meridian at latitude 40°N. Unfortunately, this ingenious system is not unique. For example, the Mediterranean island of Malta is in "HV" square, but there is another "HV" in Sweden and others in Asia.

Maidenhead Squares

Some VHF enthusiasts saw the need for a world locator system that would define any location with reasonable accuracy in as few symbols as possible. During the 1970s, over twenty schemes were proposed and these were studied at a meeting of European VHF Managers in Maidenhead, Berkshire on April 26-27, 1980. Out of these deliberations there emerged the preferred system from a proposal by John Morris, G4ANB. This Maidenhead Squares idea now seems to have been adopted by Moonbounce operators throughout the world.

This system is based upon latitude and longitude, the globe being divided into 324 areas, each twenty degrees from east to west and ten degrees from north to south, known as Fields, and identified by two letters from "AA" through to "RR". The fields are each divided into one hundred Squares two degrees E-W and one degree N-S and numbered from "00" to "99." Thus these squares are compatible with the primary squares of the QTH Locator system, currently in use in IARU Region 1. The squares are finally sub-divided into Sub-squares, each five minutes E-W and two-and-one-half minutes N-S. These 576 sub-squares are lettered from "AA" through to "XX". So a complete locator would be of the form JN45WH, for example, and that would be unique and not repetitive. The accuracy is similar to that of the current five symbol QTHL system. In each, the "height" of the smallest squares is the same, but in the Maidenhead system they are 25% "wider." At latitude 51°N, the sub-squares are 5.828 kms. E-W, giving a diagonal accuracy of ±3.722 kms. The origin of the Maidenhead system is longitude 180° West at the South Pole. All lettering/numbering runs from west to east and from south to north, and the basic idea can be seen by studying Figs. 2, 3 and 4. Referring to the JN45WH example, it will be seen that the 1st, 3rd, and 5th characters, "J," "4" and "W" represent the longitude information, and the 2nd, 4th and 6th characters, "N," "5" and "H" the latitude data.

![Diagram of Maidenhead Squares](image)

Fig. 3 THE 100 SQUARES

Fig. 3. The 100 Squares. Note the west to east, and south to north numbering sequence. For the northern hemisphere use the left-hand, plus, scale and for the southern hemisphere use the right-hand, minus, scale. See text.

![Diagram of 576 Sub-Squares](image)

Fig. 4 THE 576 SUB-SQUARES

Fig. 4. The 576 Sub-squares. Note the west to east, and south to north lettering sequences. For the northern hemisphere use the left-hand, plus, scale and for the southern hemisphere use the right-hand, minus, scale. See text.
Working out a World Locator

The best way to appreciate the Maidenhead World Locator System is to mark the Fields on a large world map, preferably one drawn in Mercator's projection. If you do not wish to do this, you can draw them on a sheet of tracing paper hinged to the top of the map with adhesive tape. To work out any locator, the latitude and longitude must be known. Tables 1 and 2 have been compiled to enable anyone to work out a World Locator from such data. A couple of examples should suffice to illustrate the use of these tables.

Example 1. Derive the locator for Scafell mountain in the English Lake District.

From the Ordnance Survey, the latitude is derived as North 54°.26'. 50" and the longitude West 3°.13'. 23". To avoid ambiguity, longitudes west of Greenwich round to the International Date Line are changed to east of Greenwich, using the formula:- Long. E° = 360° - Long W°. Thus Scafell's longitude is 360° - 3°.13'. 23" = 356°.46'. 23" East. This kind of presentation will be familiar to satellite users, although in amateur satellite work for some strange reason, degrees west of the Greenwich Meridian are used!

Back to Scafell, though. Using Table 1a, we note that 356° lies in the "340-360" line corresponding to letter "I", to give the first character. There is 8°.44'. 39" left over, which yields figure "4" from line "45-50" in Table 1b, for the third character. From Table 1c, with 54°N is in the " + 50-60" row, corresponding to the letter "K". Therefore, the complete locator for Scafell becomes KF 47 IP.

Example 2. To find the locator for a place in the southern hemisphere to the east of the Greenwich Meridian, e.g. 32°.21'.18" South and 28°.44'.39" East in Cape Province, South Africa. Following the same procedure as in Example 1, from Table 1a we derive the first character "K" from the "20-40" line. There is 8°.44'.39" left over which yields figure "4" from line "8-10" in Table 1b, for the third character. From Table 1c, with 44'.39" left over, from line "40-45" we get the fifth character, the letter "I".

Next the latitude data from Table 2. Since we are dealing with a southern hemisphere location, the "minus" parts of these tables will be used. From 2a, the 32°.21' part is in line "- 30 - 40" corresponding to letter "F" for the second character. There is 2°.18' over and from 2b, this lies in line "- 2 - 3", using the right-hand column and gives figure "7". Turning to 2c, we still have 21'.18' over and, again using the right-hand column, this lies in line "- 20 - 22.5" corresponding to letter "P" for the sixth character. This gives the complete locator as KF 47 IP.

Naturally Tables 1 and 2 can be used in reverse to calculate the latitude and longitude, given the locator code. To take an example, let us derive the latitude and longitude corresponding to OJ 11 VH.

The longitude data is given by the 1st, 3rd and 5th characters, "O", "I" and "V". From Table 1a, the letter "O" corresponds to 45°E; remember, always work from the western edge. From 1b, figure "1" corresponds to 2° and from 1c, the letter "V" is in
the “105-110” minutes line. Let us take the mid-point of that sub-square as 107.5° or 1°.47.5’.

So the longitude is the sum of these three figures:—

\[ O = 100° \]
\[ I = 2° \]
\[ V = 1°.47.5' \]

Longitude = 103°.47.5’

The latitude information is contained in the 2nd, 4th and 6th characters, “J”, “L” and “H”. From Table 2a, “J” is in row “+ 1 – 2” since we have established from the “J” letter that the location is a plus one, i.e. in the northern hemisphere. This gives “ + 0 -10” so we start with 0°. From 2b, the figure “1” is in row “105-110” minutes line. Let us take the mid-point of that sub-square. Lastly, from 2c, the “H” is in the “+ 17.5 - 20” row, so the mean figure is 18.75°. Thus the latitude is:—

\[ J = 0° \]
\[ L = 1° \]
\[ H = 0°.18.75' \]

Latitude = 1°.18.75’

This location is in the region of Singapore, in south-east Asia.

**Distance Calculations**

The distance between two locations on the surface of a sphere can be derived from Equation (1) which gives the angle between the mean figure is 18.75°. Thus the latitude is:

\[ \text{Latitude} = \frac{18.75°}{360°} \times 111.13646 \text{ km} \]

\[ \text{Distance} = \frac{18.75°}{360°} \times 111.13646 \text{ km} \]

\[ \text{Distance} = 6.378388 \times \pi \text{ km} \]

which works out to 40,009.125 km. Thus, for every one degree of angle subtended at the centre (point “O” in Fig. 1) the surface distance is 40,009.125 ÷ 360 = 111.13646 km. So to work out the distance between “A” and “B” just multiply the solution to Equation (1) by this constant.

**Accuracy**

Making the perfect sphere assumption, all Fields, Squares and Sub-squares are the same distance from north to south so, for any two locations on the same longitude — say West London and Accra in Ghana — the accuracy is ± 4.631 kms., the “height” of a sub-square. However, in the E-W direction the size of the sub-square is a maximum at the Equator and zero at the Poles. Using the average circumference of 40,009.125 kms., the 5° width equates to 9.261 kms. so the maximum error between two points on the Equator would be ± 9.261 kms. The maximum error would occur between two sub-squares straddling the Equator, e.g. KJ 80 AA and KI 89 BX, being ± 10.355 kms. However, in such cases, local maps would be used for working out short distances.

**A New Award?**

For certificate hunters, one can envisage a new award based upon a “Worked All Fields” concept. The attraction is that it would eliminate any argument about what constitutes a country. The only requirement would be the obvious one that whoever was operating from wherever had a valid licence to do so, in accordance with I.T.U. regulations. This would avoid tragedies like the ill-fated Spratly Islands affair since there would be no need to visit such sensitive areas. The Short Wave Magazine’s QTH Squares Century Club, and the QTH Squares Table in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minutes North</th>
<th>Square Letter</th>
<th>Minutes South</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ 57.5 - 60</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>- 0 - 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 55 - 57.5</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>- 2.5 - 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 52.5 - 55</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>- 5 - 7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 50 - 52.5</td>
<td>U</td>
<td>- 7.5 - 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 47.5 - 50</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>- 10 - 12.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 45 - 47.5</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>- 12.5 - 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 42.5 - 45</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>- 15 - 17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 40 - 42.5</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>- 17.5 - 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 37.5 - 40</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>- 20 - 22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 35 - 37.5</td>
<td>O</td>
<td>- 22.5 - 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 32.5 - 35</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>- 25 - 27.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 30 - 32.5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>- 27.5 - 30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 27.5 - 30</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>- 30 - 32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 25 - 27.5</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>- 32.5 - 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 22.5 - 25</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>- 35 - 37.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 20 - 22.5</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>- 37.5 - 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 17.5 - 20</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>- 40 - 42.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 15 - 17.5</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>- 42.5 - 45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 12.5 - 15</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>- 45 - 47.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 10 - 12.5</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>- 47.5 - 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 7.5 - 10</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>- 50 - 52.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 5 - 7.5</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>- 52.5 - 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 2.5 - 5</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>- 55 - 57.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 0 - 2.5</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>- 57.5 - 60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2c. This determines the sixth column for latitudes north of the Equator, and the right-hand column for those south. See text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degrees North</th>
<th>Degrees South</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ 9-10</td>
<td>- 9-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 8-9</td>
<td>- 8-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 7-8</td>
<td>- 7-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 6-7</td>
<td>- 6-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 5-6</td>
<td>- 5-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 4-5</td>
<td>- 4-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 3-4</td>
<td>- 3-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 2-3</td>
<td>- 2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 1-2</td>
<td>- 1-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ 0-1</td>
<td>- 0-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2b. This determines the fourth character. Use the left-hand column for latitudes north of the Equator, and the right-hand column for those south. See text.
VHF Bands feature leave little doubt of the popularity of an impartial "squares" idea, so why not extend it to a global scale? Any such award could become "big business," as has the ARRL's DXCC, so it would need to be sponsored and managed by a large organisation. Since the idea for the described world locator system was born in England, it would be appropriate if the RSGB operated such an awards programme.

Conclusion
The QTH Locator system which has been in use in part of I.A.R.U. Region 1 for many years, while being basically satisfactory, does have the drawback of not being unique. It is not suitable for inter-continental use. Whether or not it is eventually phased out in favour of the Maidenhead Squares system for VHF contest use is up to the VHF fraternity to decide. However, with more long distance contacts being made in the VHF/UHF/SHF bands, via Moonbounces, Transaquatorial propagation, satellites, etc., there is no harm in including your World Locator code on your QSL card.

THOSE of you who have been on for a year or more will have noted how conditions have declined with the falling sunspot count — after a "plateau" lasting for quite a while, the falling trend has accelerated and so brought things nearer to where they would have been expected to be at this stage. However, we have a long way to go yet; the SSN for November should be around the seventies, and at the very bottom we will be looking at an SSN of well below ten! What will this mean to us in the context of the bands? Essentially, Twenty will only ever be open in daylight, 21 MHz will flicker into life once in a while, and Ten will have nothing on it at all in the line of DX. As far as Ten goes, in previous cycles, VHF-type propagation has been available, with its 'lifts' and tropo openings, Spor-E, and so on, but there has always been a sad lack of activity. With any luck, this time round there will be beacons, FM stations and local nets to keep things humming when the DX isn't about — and of course a 'DX' station may be in Europe anyway if his call is rare enough!

And that, of course leads to the old question, "What is DX, exactly?" About the best answer we can give is the one so often given by Cass, WA6AUD, in the late-lamented WCDXB — "DX IS!" If you've never heard, say, an Italian signal before, the first one is DX — even if a few weeks later I prefixes become ten a-penny. The use of the term DX when calling CQ, though, is slightly different; here the implication is that a G calling CQ DX on, say, Twenty when the band is open is looking for a station in a different continent at least, although he may well settle for another G if he doesn't get a decent nibble. On Top Band in daylight, a call from GM in answer to a CQ DX would be quite acceptable, but not so a call from a local only interested in a ragchew across town — although here again a local caller should at least have the decency to wait and see if the DX nets a more distant reply. And, of course, the real top-liner often won't even fire up the transmitter unless there is a 'new one' under that pile-up! In practice, a CQ DX call from a G station is a bit of a waste of time anyway — the proper procedure is to listen for a station of interest and then call him, as most CQ DX calls won't scare up anything of real interest if they emanate from a country with a sizeable radio amateur population.

Competition
What an uncompetitive lot you are! Admittedly we didn't go mad over drumming up support, and in the event we only got a few entries. Be that as it may, Tina Parry (Blackpool) emerged a good winner! Tina wanted a pre-amp, so she scrounged around for the bits: the case, in true amateur fashion, had the odd surplus hole in it, left over from some earlier effort of the OM, and all the bits barring the BFY90 and the miniature power switch came from the junk-box. Tina made the PCB layout herself (having previously done some layouts for the OM), then wired it up and made it go, finishing off with a re-paint of the case, and some appropriate lettering. The only real problem was the eternal one of the 'junk-box builder' of components that the solder won't 'take' to — but patience and persistence earned its just reward. A pity the photographs she sent weren't sharp enough for reproduction — but they showed the writer a simple circuit very well done, and far better than his first apprentice constructions. So Tina Parry scoops the pool, and by the time you read this will be receiving her prize of a copy of the 1984 DX Listings.

The Letters
The top of the pile this time is the one from E. B. Ward (Nottingham). Barry has his fingers crossed for the RAE, and since he is being latted into shape by Alan Lake, G4DVW, we can guess that he is being indoctrinated into the QRP game, as well as taught theory! On the CW side, Barry can take the W1AW Morse at 25 wpm without writing it down, but as for the sending, the bugs have reduced his speed on a pump-handle to 15 wpm; but that ought to be enough for a pass in Morse — and an RAE failure will merit instant excommunication! Meantime, the fall-away in sunspots has induced Barry into some thoughts on a mysterious Wonder-Wire for the low bands.

Turning to the letter from H. M. Graham (Chesham), Maurice found the autumn lift in conditions quite fair, between October 8 and November 10, after which Ten dropped back into the doldrums. However, he is still Outstanding several QSLs for over a year now and has all but given up hope of them; some being rare islands, too.

A very brief note comes in from J. Heath (St. Ives, Huntingdon) who adds a few to his score and says he will be more active soon.

E. M. Gauci (Sliema, Malta) writes in with a first entry to the HPX Ladder — Eddie used the Rules and the Geoff Watts Prefix List as his guides and by the looks of it they've kept him well on the straight-and-narrow.

Sad Story
Letters that go astray! The unfortunate this time was I. F. Thorpe (Bracknell) who has sent several lists in, but none seem to
have arrived. About all we can say is that of course we only know about this because he had the savvy to telephone and enquire. However, we do have Ian's letter of October 25, with a score of 706; since the list to hand shows no errors, we have taken the score in, and written separately to Ian to ask for a repeat of his earlier lists for checking purposes. Meanwhile, can we please ask everyone writing to this feature to be absolutely sure that you get the full address correct, including the postcode.

B. Patchett (Sheffield) is now G4VB — congratulations! Brian uses a Trio TR-2300 on two-metres for the locals, plus a converted Icom IC-B1050 on Ten; the latter has so far got out to Michigan and UK6 with 59 reports while using just one watt, even though the little rig will give five when pushed. We reckon G3KFE and 'CDXN' will be interested in this QRP operation on Ten.

The YL's

Since June Charles got her ticket, we are down to two . . . Mrs. R. Smith (Nuneaton) has just a short note to say she hasn't been too active, but she has managed to add a few new ones to keep her near the top.

We've already mentioned Mrs. T. Parry (Blackpool) earlier; but Tina managed to get some listening time in as well, and indeed managed to hear 9M8DW — a DXCC country for which she had been lurking in wait for a year.

CW

A couple of the CW buffs appear in succession now; first we have A. F. Roberts (Kidderminster) who notes that the HF bands are closing earlier and the low bands are too noisy for his liking — which has slowed up the rate of increase in the scoring. However, all is not completely lost, as the table shows.

J. Goodrick (Newport, I. o. W.) is having a good old moan — and — for expeditions and contests, so one wouldn't see reason to doubt him. Overall, he has even 'done its thing' on Top Band to some considerable effect, with 5N8ARY heard at 2330z — John won't stay up later. The main interests are in contests, and CW ones at that for preference — and we have to admit that it's easier on the ears trying to winkle the one you want out of a CW pile-up than an SSB one, even if it is just as hard on the brains!

Next we turn to the *Sage of Burma* St. Edmunds, E. W. Robinson; he, like so many others, comments on the fall in conditions since the end of the autumn peak; and of course the change from BST to GMT on the domestic clock adds a downwards step-function — suddenly one is travelling home in the dark and by the time one gets to the rig, there's nowt to be found!

A. J. Pilkington (Chesterfield) has been busy with 'A' levels and also the arrangements to go to Sheffield City Polytechnic where he is to do an HND in Electronics and Electrical Engineering. However, he did spend a little time on the air, and the results appear in the table.

---

**ANNUAL HPX LADDER**

Starting date, January 1, 1983

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SWL</th>
<th>PREFIXES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C. H. Kirk (Leeds)</td>
<td>C. Burrells (Stevenage) 253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. J. Bedford (Wakefield)</td>
<td>J. Singleton (Hull) 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Kirby (Cheetham)</td>
<td>N. Fox (Wakefield) 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. M. Gauci (Malta)</td>
<td>321</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

200 prefixes to have been heard since January 1, 1983 for an entry to be made, in accordance with HPX Rules; see p. 375, September 1983 issue. At a score of 500, transfer to the All-Time listings is automatic.

---

**HPX LADDER**

(All Time Post War)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PHONE ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B. Hughes (Worcester) 2767</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. R. Smith (Nuneaton) 2366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. W. Robinson (Bury St. Edmunds) 2233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. M. Grahame (Chesham) 1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. T. Parry (Blackpool) 1537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. W. Raven (London SE13) 1491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. Rodgers (Harwood) 1400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. Askew (Coventry) 1288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. E. Jennings (Rye) 1238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Fox (Northampton) 1230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. J. Doughty (Bloxwich) 1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Bale (Cardiff) 1186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Pyne (Bradford) 1179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Everitt (Blundisham) 1103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. B. Shapiro (Manchester) 1093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. J. S. Williams (Wednesbury) 1051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. J. Charles (Colchester) 983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Burgess (Stockport) 906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Lincoln (Aldershot) 845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Chadwick (Bury) 724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. F. Thorpe (Bracknell) 706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Heath (St. Ives) 690</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CW ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B. Patchett (Sheffield) 650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Wooden (Staines) 638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. A. Carmichael (Lincoln) 627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. J. Hall (Alvaston) 624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Woods (Swindon) 589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T. Morris (Headingley) 578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Pilkington (Chesterfield) 527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P. Oliver (Paisley) 524</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RTTY ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E. B. Ward (Ruddington) 1737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Goodrick (I. o. W.) 1527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. F. Roberts (Kidderminster) 1246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. M. Dunnett (Prestatyn) 1127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Scott (Wetherby) 1105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R. Fox (Northampton) 433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. J. S. Williams (Romsey) 273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. W. Robinson 626</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over to G. A. Carmichael (Lincoln) who reckons that the last period was "The Age of the Special Callsign!" — he having no less than nine identified specimens of the breed in his listing. Referring to that query about the TE prefix last time round, it is definitely Costa Rica — but the UK5 bit has us completely beat. All we can think, on the weight of the evidence produced by umpteen readers — for which thanks! — is that it was a misreading in the QRM.

P. Oliver (Paisley) says his receiver has been away at Tandy's for over a month with a broken drive cord — we would have thought that such a long a period would well justify some very hard words at a very high level. However, even without the receiver, the aerial improvements which were projected haven't been completed — Pete is an addict of the Scottish sport of curling, and you can't do two things at once, even in GM!

T. Morris (Headingley) is a bit puzzled by his logging of G16UW — the Cambridge University club station often goes off for expeditions and contests, so one wouldn't see reason to doubt this one.

N. Jennings (Rye) says he has a possible third entry for the HPX Ladder lined up — he must be going round with heavyweight armlocks! Seriously, there is no doubt that this sort of enthusiasm is definitely infectious.

B. F. Hughes (Harlington) has a problem with a missing list — we'll try and sort that one out for him. However, he is still hoping for the BY7AA he heard on SSB to turn out to be legitimate — BY4AA, BY8AA and BY1PK are the only ones who have been licensed so far, and only the last-mentioned has seen any significant SSB operation.

W. G. Shipron (Rye) seems to have fair reasons for his shorter list — in order, "bowls, bad propagation and a heart attack." All we can say to that is to wish George a steady recovery to full health and a large score in the HPX Ladder.

C. H. Kirk (Leeds) notes that although we mentioned his letter
last time, we didn’t take his entry into the Table — one of those mistakes that occur, due to a mis-aimed paper-clip. Sorry, Charles!

An entry in all three tables seems likely to come before long from R. Fox (Northampton) — provided he completes sorting out the gear for Oscar 10. Roy has pretty wide coverage of the band, as his list this time shows claims on all bands between 3.5 MHz and 430 MHz.

### Aerials Again

Last time round we talked of a simple home-brew aerial for one’s first tries at VHF; this resulted in an interesting letter from G4UMI (Woking) — if his drawings and writing had been clearer we’d have turned it into a complete article. Anyway, what Peter is saying is that while he was listening for the various slow Morse transmissions on the band, he felt the need for a simple aerial to enable copy on his hand-held two-metre rig. He started with a perfectly normal HB9KCV design, but then there came a heat-wave (remember, gang, those days when it was warm enough to go out without an overcoat?) and hence the need for the garden shack door to stay open while operating. So, G4UMI mounted his beam on a length of dowel of square section and then — this is the delicious bit — made a suitable square-shaped cup for the base of the pole to sit in, and screwed it to the shack door. Now, if you mount the square dowel in the cup, you have four possible directions immediately, just by a quick lift, flip of the wrist, and replace. But, if you open the door, then the 90 degree movement of the door fills in the remaining angles, and lo! the shack door is your rotator. OK, so there aren’t heat-waves all year . . . but the idea is there for an all-the-year-round arrangement with no more than a few minutes of careful thought. It certainly wouldn’t need any serious modification to become handy for a holiday, using the car’s wind-up windows as the clamp mounting.

Another licensed chap, J. M. Coates, G4GYU, of Mansfield, comes in at this point and says he has an answer to the problem of Mr. H. Linton mentioned last time. It seems G4GYU was in Lowe’s at Matlock the day before he wrote, and upon enquiry, established that they had sets of valves and stabilisers, including pilot lamps, for the Trio 9R5DE and DS models, and a reasonable stock situation on spares generally for the older receivers of Trio make.

Congratulations are due to R. Everitt (Bluntisham) who has obtained G1CRH. However, the intention is to continue with SWL activity as a hobby while studying at Leicester Poly; of course, any calls heard from there would be able to count towards the main total.

Oh, dear! We’ve done it again, and given D. B. Shapiro a wrong initial. We will have to go to Prestwich and make our peace some time! Seriously, we had to laugh at the first note this time — just a postcard with “1000+” written as large as possible on one side, and the address on the other! In fact, the second letter bumped the total up to nearly 1100. The second point was about our reader, A. Chadwick — D.B.S. says you must live very near to him, and what about getting in touch? D.B.S. can be found at 1 Butterstile Lane, Prestwich, Manchester M25 8PW.

A first entry for the 1983 HPX Ladder is sent in by C. Burrells (Stevenage) — pretty obviously the local club lads have been laying it on a bit thick about the J.C. red pencil to judge by Charlie’s letter. We wonder which old friend has been winding-up the works?

An interesting question arises in the letter from A. P. Lincoln (Aldershot). Peter has a rotatable dipole and a vertical and he finds that, in general the horizontal aerial will outperform the vertical. However, it has been noted that when a signal is good on the vertical, the horizontal doesn’t show much directive effect, but if the signal is weaker on the vertical then the horizontal shows directivity to a marked degree. This, we suspect, is largely a question of the angle of the incoming wave to the ground. The vertical will tend to favour the lower angles, at least in theory, while the horizontal, which at these frequencies is relatively low, will tend to prefer the higher angle signals. Hence it is found that the vertical is good for the locals, poor for the short-skip and nearer Europeans, and better again at the DX beyond about 2500 miles. In practice, we think that what happens is that the horizontal is only picking up enough signal for the directive effects to be apparent when the signals are coming down from a high angle. However, the truth of the business is that in a practical situation, about all the real profit there is lies in using whichever aerial comes out with the best signal!

Finally, we must mention a letter from Alcides Pires Lavinas, AVenda Alves Rotapas No. 18, 5000 Vila Real, Portugal. Our friend has noticed in hot weather the presence of distant — usually Spanish — FM stations, and as he is interested in DX reception anyway, he would like to know more about aerial gain and aerial pre-amps, active aerials and so forth. Doubtless some readers will have ideas and practical knowledge on this subject, and would like to write and pass on their knowhow. Thanks!

### Finis

That’s it for another time; the deadline for next time is January 19, 1984, to arrive, addressed to your conductor, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ, and include your closing score for 1983 if you are on the Annual Ladder, and we will take the first score for the 1984 HPX table as well. Thanks to all for your Season’s Greetings, which we, belatedly of need, sincerely reciprocate.
AN ALL-BAND AERIAL WITHOUT TRAPS
AN INTERESTING AND ORIGINAL APPROACH

E. W. HOLT, G3MHQ

As a result of experiments carried out by two Ealing Club members (G3SGT and G3UPW) it was discovered that if a quarter-wave top band 160-metre aerial was earthed at the distant end, it loaded up nicely on 80 metres. By earthing the end, the aerial appeared to lose a quarter wavelength, at twice its frequency. As most amateur bands are harmonically related I wondered if this would hold good for the other HF bands. In other words, would a full-wave aerial load up as a three-quarter wave, and a two wavelength aerial as a one-and-three-quarter wave, etc. This should give a low impedance feed for all bands, 80 down to 10 metres. (The new bands were not included.)

Two 22-ft. wooden poles were set up approximately 90-ft. apart and 132-ft. of aerial cable was stretched between them. Two 5-ft. 1½-in., diameter copper pipes were driven into the earth at points 'A' and 'B', and a 75-ohm feed coax cable connected between the aerial and earth at point 'B'.

The first tests were somewhat disappointing. While it was possible to load up the aerial on all bands, the loading was accompanied with a large standing wave ratio, often as high as 3:1. Comparing field strength readings with those of a half-wave dipole, the readings were considerably lower. The earth connections at 'A' and 'B' were the first suspects. As a DC ohmmeter cannot be used to test earth resistance due to earth polarisation, and a megger type AC earth tester was not available an improvised earth tester was constructed as shown in Fig. 2.

By connecting the 12 volt winding of a transformer, and an AC ammeter in series with points 'A' and 'B' it was found that approximately 0.1 amp was flowing. Ohm's Law gave the total resistance (A + B, plus the connecting wire) as 60 ohms. As the wire was only about 1 ohm it could be ignored. Thus the resistance of the earth rods was approximately 60 ohms each. While this method will give an approximate resistance, it will not give the earth impedance as the rods must have some capacity to earth. However it seemed quite possible that a considerable portion of the RF was being used for heating up the garden. In order to improve the earth a bare copper earth wire was buried to a depth of the spade, thus connecting the earth rods 'A' and 'B', making them a continuous earth connection.

This improved the radiated power but the standing wave ratio did not improve. It was obvious that if the aerial was to be matched successfully with a good standing wave ratio on all bands, then some method must be devised to match the aerial to the coax at point 'B'.

The aerial could possibly be matched by terminating it directly on the Tx loading unit, providing the connection to earth was reasonably short at the shack; a long earth wire could cause excessive RF. However the siting of the poles, and my shack, necessitated a coax feed. As the impedance changes from band to band, a switched aerial tuning unit (ATU) was indicated for point 'B'. See Fig. 1.

In order to keep the earth connection as short as possible it was decided to mount the ATU at the bottom of pole 'B' where the actual earth wire is only 12 inches long, to the earth rod at 'B'. The snag here, of course, is that mounting the ATU out of doors causes problems of weather proofing, and tuning the unit.

The components of the ATU are mounted in a waterproof die-cast box 17 x 12 x 11 cm., the die-cast box in turn mounted in a wooden construction similar to a bird box. (I hope that sparrows don't take a fancy to it!) All switch spindles, etc., coming out of the die-cast box were given a liberal coating of petroleum jelly to prevent moisture creeping in. The aerial, earth wire, and coax cable are all brought into the ATU at the bottom to prevent water running down them and on to the die-cast box. As the ATU is so close to the ground it is convenient to bury the coax cable in a suitable duct, e.g. hose pipe.

The aerial wire consists of 132-ft. of coax cable (of unknown impedance) with both inner connection and outer braiding connected together to make a single wire. The connecting earth wire between 'A' and 'B' is another length of the same coax with the outer plastic cover stripped away allowing the braiding to contact the earth; coax cable was used only because it was available and I am sure that any substantial standard wire would be equally effective. Coax cable when used as an aerial does have a tendency to stretch, and long runs should be supported by a nylon cord, between poles. As a high voltage node will appear on some bands close to the top of the poles (with this configuration), good quality insulators should be used in these positions.

At first, it was thought that this type of aerial would only load up successfully on 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 metres, and by disconnecting the distant end from earth on 160 metres. As the junk box sported a five-position, 2-pole, ceramic switch and a 35-turn 16 s.w.g. (silvered) copper coil on a 2" diameter, 4" length, ceramic ribbed former, the pi matching unit shown in Fig. 3 was constructed. The first five turns on the coil at C1 end were eased along the former to give double spacing for these turns. (The normal spacing is one thickness of the 16 s.w.g. wire). When the correct coil taps were established it was found by chance that 80 metres and 10 metres both matched nicely on position 1 of the switch. (This may not be so for a different configuration.) It seemed pointless connecting two positions of the switch to one tap on the coil so this left a blank switch position. I would suggest, however, that if six bands are anticipated a 2-pole, 6-position, switch be used in case 80 and 10m. are not together; another trimmer would also be required. Fig. 3a shows the original 5-band arrangement.

I wondered if it would be possible to load the aerial for top Band with the far end earthed — it would be like loading a quarter-wave
aerial at the 'hot' end. As the original 35 turns were not sufficient to obtain the correct match a further 24 turns of 24 s.w.g. enameled wire, close-wound, were added to L1 and connected in series.

The switch connections were moved from point 'X' to 'Y'. It was found that the aerial loaded up nicely now on Top Band but the added resistance of the thin wire of L2 flattened the Q of L1 on the other bands, and it was impossible to obtain a good match on any of them. The switch connection was rapidly moved back to point 'X' and it was thought that Top Band would have to be abandoned. However it was found that Top Band could still be matched in this position, and that C8 had considerable effect on the loading (I suppose this could be considered as matching by mutual inductance): L2 has no effect on the other bands. Fig. 3b shows L2 added for 6-band operation.

Care must be observed when soldering the taps onto the coil to ensure a good contact and that the solder does not short-circuit the turns, Fig. 4 shows the taps counting from C1 end of the coil, i.e. the tap marked '7', is 7 turns from 0. Receiver type components were used as the only band to develop a high voltage is Top Band, and the low power restriction takes care of this. The trimmers are compression type with mica insulation between plates, and the tuning condenser C1 is 160pF air spaced.

The initial matching of each band was a laborious task of trial and error and the coil tappings shown may only hold good for an aerial of similar impedance, and similar impedance co-ax cable. Fig. 5 shows a simple field strength meter useful for the initial stages of the matching — as in my case, where the ATU is remote from the standing wave indicator.

The final adjustments to the trimmer(s) should be made a little at a time and observing if the SWI ratio is improving. When the best ratio has been achieved on the trimmer(s), C1 should be moved one way or the other until as close a ratio as possible is achieved. The calibrated dial reading of C1 should be carefully noted, so that this point can be returned to. In theory a 1:1 ratio should be achievable on all bands. In practice, however, the best that could be adjusted on one band was 1.2:1. This is because the least that can be adjusted on the coil taps, is one turn, as it is not possible to get at all sides of the coil. (The perfectionist should obtain a roller coaster?) If a good SWR cannot be achieved it may mean altering the coil tap up or down one or so turns. The above procedure must be repeated for each band. No attempt was made to load up the new bands as my transmitter does not cover these.

When all bands are adjusted and C1 dial readings noted, it is a simple matter when changing bands to switch to the desired band and set the dial to the correct reading and tune the Tx for maximum power on this band. The only problem is changing bands when it is pouring with rain, but I am sure someone will find a suitable remote control!

In conclusion, the aerial described I believe to be original and unusual. I am a firm believer in the higher the aerial the better and I would have liked to have tried a configuration using 33-ft. poles spaced 66-ft. apart as this should be very directive on 40, 20, 15 and 10 metres. Another possible arrangement is an inverted-V; this would be a possibility for those with limited space, e.g. a central pole on the chimney stack and point 'A' in the front garden and point 'B' in the back — though it may be a bit difficult to arrange a continuous earth from 'A' to 'B' if it is a terrace house. The shape of the aerial will determine the radiation pattern and impedance; co-ax other than 75 ohms could be used but this could mean changes to the coil taps, etc., and much trial and error.

I would like to thank Bill Teale, G3SGT, and Peter Smith, G3UPW, for starting the idea for 80 metres.
DIGITAL DISPLAY FOR THE KW-2000B TRANSCEIVER
AN UPDATE FOR A FINE OLD RIG
PETER J. COOK, G4NCA

In the face of ever-increasing transceiver prices, the prospect of upgradng older equipment becomes increasingly attractive. A popular example of such a piece of equipment is the KW-2000B, offering 5-band coverage, SSB/CW, with an input power of 180 watts p.e.p., usually available at a fraction of the price of its present day counterparts. A comparatively simple transceiver such as the '2000B lends itself to modification (for example, see "Modifying the KW-2000A Transceiver for the 10 MHz", Short Wave Magazine, May 1982).

One feature the author has found very annoying with the rig is the inaccuracy of the analogue dial, it being very difficult to net precisely on any specific frequency. The addition of a digital readout would enable an accurate check on frequency (and also precisely on any specific frequency). The addition of a digital readout would enable an accurate check on frequency (and also precisely on any specific frequency). The addition of a digital readout would enable an accurate check on frequency (and also precisely on any specific frequency). The addition of a digital readout would enable an accurate check on frequency (and also precisely on any specific frequency). The addition of a digital readout would enable an accurate check on frequency (and also precisely on any specific frequency).

A study of the various mixing processes carried out in the KW reveals that the VFO tunes from 2.5-2.7 MHz, producing a 200 kHz allocation for each master oscillator crystal. The output from the VFO is mixed with 455 kHz SSB to produce a variable IF of 2.955-3.155 MHz. This signal is subtractively mixed with a crystal oscillator to produce RF in the appropriate amateur band. A consequence of this mixing process is that as the transceiver is tuned to a higher frequency, the VFO frequency is in fact decreasing. Hence any digital readout must read '200 kHz' when the VFO is at 2.5 MHz, falling to '0 kHz' when a frequency of 2.7 MHz is attained.

**Operation**

The basic operation of the display is probably best described with the aid of Fig. 1, a simplified block diagram. All clock pulses are derived from a 2.7 MHz crystal oscillator, applied to input A, the sinewave output from the VFO being squared off and applied to input B. These two signals pass to the clock and data inputs, respectively, of a D-type bistable, forming a digital subtractive mixer. When the VFO is tuned to 2.5 MHz, a frequency of 200 kHz is produced at the Q output, falling to 0 kHz as the VFO frequency is in fact decreasing. Hence any digital readout must read '200 kHz' when the VFO is at 2.5 MHz, falling to '0 kHz' when a frequency of 2.7 MHz is attained.

The Q output irrespective of 100 Hz clock pulses being applied to the clock input. However, once the clock input has been received, Q goes high. When the next clock pulse is applied to the controller, Q goes high, causing the clock inhibit input to go low, allowing 10mS-worth of pulses from the subtractive mixer to reach the counters. At the same time, the ripple counter is reset to zero, causing Q4 to go low. On receiving its next clock pulse, the Q of the controller goes low, and so the process continues. It will also been noted that as Q4 goes high it opens the way for a 0.1mS reset pulse immediately proceeding a count period, resetting the count to zero.

This control logic at first may seem unnecessary as it would appear much easier to count during all blanking periods. This

---

**Table of Values**

Table 2

| R1, R2 | R4, R15 = 10K |
| R3 = 4M7 | C1 = 100 pF |
| R5 to R13 | C2 = 1 nF |
| R17 = 100K | C3 = 100 nF |
| R14 = 47K | C4 = 100 μF |
| R16 = 1K | TC1 = 3-30 pF |
| Q1, Q2 = BC109 |
| D1, D2, D3 = 1N4148 |
| IC1 = 4069 |
| IC2 to IC6 = 4017 |
| IC7, IC8 = 4013 |
| IC9 = 4040 |
| IC10 to IC13 = 4026 |
| Xtal = 2.7 MHz |
| LED Display = four 7-segment common cathode. |

**Note:** For IC1, 7, 8, +8V to pin 14, OV to pin 7; all other IC's, +8V to pin 16, OV to pin 8.

---

**Diagram**

![Simplified Block Diagram of the KW-2000B Digital Display](Fig1)
method was originally adopted by the author, but an intolerable amount of jitter occurred due to the 100 Hz (least significant) digit changing alternately between two digits, this change taking place at any frequency from 0 to 50 Hz. With the circuit as shown (Fig. 2), the count rate is one count every 320mS, which is the best compromise between annoying jitter and sluggish tracking of the...
VFO during tuning. For a faster count rate of 160mS, the data input of the controller should be connected to Q3 of the ripple counter, a 640mS rate is available by connection to Q5, etc., etc.

The 2.7 MHz crystal and associated inverters present fast squarewaves to the divider chain, comprising of IC2 (divide by 3), IC3 (divide by 9), followed by IC4, 5, 6—all decade dividers. The resultant 100 Hz squarewave undergoes a further stage of division by 2, IC7b thereby supplying display enable pulses to the counter/display module, IC10, 11, 12, 13. IC7a forms the subtractive mixer, being fed with 2.7 MHz clock pulses and a squarewave representation of the VFO frequency (produced by Q1 and two associated inverters), the mixer output being applied to the input of the counter/display module. The ripple counter, IC9, is fed with 50 Hz clock pulses and is controlled by IC8b, the count interval controller, applying clock inhibit pulses to the counter/display module. DI-4, Q2 and associated circuitry forms a 3-input AND gate and is used to control reset pulses to the counters. It will be seen that a positive potential (supplied via R14), will only be present when all of the diodes are reverse biased, i.e. when pin 11 IC6, pin 11 IC5, pin 3 IC5, are all high. This will only occur during the 0.1mS period before any count period. During this period, Q2 conducts and a high pulse resets the counters.

Fig. 3 shows a suitable power supply for the display, power being drawn from the +12V DC available within the rig, used for relay switching.

Modifications

See photographs. The prototype unit was constructed on Veroboard (using IC sockets and usual CMOS precautions), and mounted in a small aluminium box 100 x 100 x 30mm. in dimensions, in turn mounted on three, 50mm. standoffs above the Tx/Rx relays. The original analogue dial was removed and a 4-digit, 7-segment, LED display mounted on Veroboard and slotted in front of the VFO box was added. To create a more 'professional' look, the perspex window was removed and a grey border (surrounding the display) was added using aerosol spray paint.

Fig. 4 details how RF pickup from the VFO was derived. Initially RF pickup was achieved from the buffered output from the VFO box; this arrangement worked fine on receive, but a 'scope placed at this point during transmit revealed a multitude of frequencies due to the action of close-coupling with the balanced mixer, V4. The addition of Cx (47pF silver mica) into the VFO proved to have no detrimental effects. Removal of the top of the VFO reveals a convenient free tag on which to mount Cx, and a small hole drilled in the side of the VFO box is used to pass the miniature co-ax. Bostik, or a similar adhesive, is used to secure the capacitor and other wiring from the effects of vibration.

Conclusion

The display has been in use at the author's QTH for several months, proving to be invaluable for netting and providing a very economical solution to the problem (the prototype was constructed for less than £15 inclusive). The use of a screened housing eliminated all the usual 'nasties', none being detected whilst running the rig into a dummy load.
The Space Shuttle

The U.S. STS-9 Space Shuttle was successfully launched on time at 1600 GMT on Nov. 28, with Dr. Owen Garriott, W5FL, on board. His first, and the first ever, contact by a radio amateur in space to another on planet Earth took the first ever, contact by a radio amateur in space communicators have equipment for that band, which is far less troubled by the radio vandalism heard daily on 2m. This is a sentiment echoed by Rod Burman, G4RN, (Surrey) who heard W5FL on orbit no. 97 on Dec. 4. John Fitzgerald, G8X7J, (Bucks.) heard him on the 4th from home and on the next day from school on the fourth floor using an Icom IC2-E on its quarter wave whip, at 1206 GMT. L. C. Chandless, G6PLR, (London) is wondering if it was W5FL he heard at 1523 on the 7th, or "... one of the idiots."

Awards News

Another reader has joined the 144 MHz QTH Squares Century Club this month. Certificate no. 30 was issued to G4MJC, Fleming Jul-Christensen from Eastbourne in E. Sussex, on Dec. 9. Of his 101 confirmed, two were via Aurora, five via Sporadic E, the rest on tropo. Apart from two FM contacts, all were SSB. Fleming comes from Denmark, where his call is OZ1EVA, although he has now lived here for 18 years. He was first licensed as G8RMA in October, 1978 and already has VHCC Certificate no. 327 for this band. The 144 MHz VHF Century Club has two new members. The first is Glenn Bates, G6HFF, from Bolton in Greater Manchester, whose certificate no. 361 was issued on Nov. 18. His station consists of a Yaesu FT-290R, home built 15w amplifier and Zetagi 100w PA. A muTek pre-amp. is used on receive and the antenna is a 6-ele. Quad from Jaybeam. Glenn is an RTTY enthusiast and uses a Creed 7E teleprinter, modified home built ST-5 terminal unit and Creed 6S auto-transmitter. The site is 400ft. a.s.l. with only the westernly take-off good, and the antenna is 30ft. a.g.l. His wife, Val, is licensed too; she is G6MMML.

The second new member is John Hermann, G6DJV, in Kent, who was first licensed as G6DJD in June, 1982, the G4 being obtained the following April. The QTH is at sea level on the Romney Marsh and comprises a Trio TR-9000 and Microwave Modules 100w amplifier. The antenna is a 16-ele. Yagi from Tonna, 30ft. a.s.f. John has 21 countries and 77 squares worked, best DX being 9H1 and 9H4 via E's. He is a WAB enthusiast and wishes there was more activity for WAB addicts on VHF. His certificate is no. 362 and was issued on Dec. 8.

VHF Convention

Geoff Stone, G3FZL, has advised that this year's RSGB VHF Convention will be on Saturday, March 24 at the Sandown Park Racecourse in Esher, Surrey. The "recipe" will be similar to that of previous years — all-day exhibition and three afternoon lecture streams — but there will be no evening buffet. It seems that the buffet is not very popular and, if it was not for the attendance by those collecting trophies, few would bother to come. Your scribe is disappointed since it did afford a convenient and convivial opportunity to meet readers and chat. More details later on.

The Tables

Next month will reveal the final placings in the 1983 Annual Table, one feature of which has been the much larger entry on 23cm. Ideally your scores should reach Welwyn by Jan. 4. Alternatively, if they reach your scribe at QTTH by the 7th at the very latest, that will do. The 1984 Annual Table will be in the same format as the 1983 one. The on-going squares table will continue and both tables are based on unconfirmed contacts. Space allowing, it is hoped to publish the 23cm. All-Time table more often.

CW activity on VHF is on the increase and many newer licensees are to be heard every evening on 2m. Tim Raven, G4ARI, has suggested we try a CW Only table, independent of the Annual Four Band listing, in order to encourage more activity during the year. After some discussion, it seems best to base this simply on the number of different stations worked on all the VHF/UHF/SHF bands together. There is no counties, countries or squares content; just count one point for every new station worked, per band, during the year. It is proposed to start in the April issue, by which time there will have been a few contests to get the ball rolling.

Syd Harden, G2AXI

Readers will be saddened to learn of the death of Syd Harden, G2AXI, who passed away in hospital on November 29. He was a regular contributor to this feature for very many years and, in spite of poor eyesight, he was always building his own VHF/UHF equipment. A keen participant in the Annual Tables, he usually...
finished near the top by dint of steady operation on all the appropriate bands. Syd was truly one of that diminishing breed of real radio amateurs and we will miss his cheery voice. Our sincere condolences go to his wife and family.

Contest News

As mentioned last month, The Swale ARC is promoting a couple of contests. The first is on Jan. 22, 1000-1800, on 144 MHz, the second on Jan. 29, from 1400-1800, on 432 MHz. Each is in two sections; Open and Low Power, the latter defined as 25w and below on 144 MHz and 10w and below on 432 MHz. Contest exchanges to include RS(T) plus serial number starting at 001 and postal county. One point per contact except for the club station, GB4SRC, which is worth 10. Countries outside the U.K. to count as extra counties and the final score is points times counties. Entries, post-marked no later than 15 days after the events, go to G4NPM, Leahurst, Augustine Road, Minster, Sheerness, Kent, ME12 2NB. Entrants must be RSGB members and declare they have operated in accordance with their licence conditions. The overall winners will receive cups to keep.

The first leg of the 70 MHz Cumulatives is on Jan. 29, 1000-1200 with the usual, RS(T)/serial no., QTHL and QTH exchanges; radial ring scoring. The 144 MHz CW event is on Feb. 5, 0900-1500 with RST/serial no. and QTHL information only. (Henceforth, in all contests 144 MHz and above, QTHs are not required, only the locators). Radial ring scoring.

The Q Code

The Q Code is extensively used, and sometimes abused, by radio amateurs. The erstwhile use of QRA locator instead of QTH locator is a case in point. Peter Brooks, G4UMI, has queried the use of QTF concerning beam heading, or azimuth, information, pointing out that QTF is used to request position which requires a fix by two or more receiving stations. The correct signal would be QTE, which is a request for a true bearing, useful in reporting Auroral signals. As old habits die hard, it is debatable whether operators will bother to abandon QTF in favour of QTE.

Moonbounce

Clive Penna, G3POI, (Kent) was active over the weekend Nov. 26/27 on 2m. on E-M-E and new stations worked were KXQO in Colorado. HB9SV and WD8ISK, which brings Clive’s squares total to 411. Conditions were quite good, so much so that he got his own echoes back from the Moon with just 50w output to his 160-ele. colinear antenna array.

Because of the much increased 2m. E-M-E activity at perigee periods, some of the operators have suggested an amendment to the Band Plan to expand the mere 10 kHz — 144.000-144.010 MHz — segment to, say 30 kHz. This seems a sensible idea, bearing in mind that the CW portion above 144.100 MHz seems to be rather under-used, and which could accommodate terrestrial traffic.

The Satellite Scene

Oscar-10 continues to give properly equipped users excellent service. To get the best results, right-hand circular polarisation is necessary to overcome fading due to spin modulation, and the antenna should be capable of being elevated. For example, reception of the Sunday news broadcasts is not at all good using a horizontally mounted, linear Yagi, yet is quite satisfactory when using, say, a 6-ele. crossed Yagi and average receiver with a decent preamp.

Adrian Chamberlain, G4ROA, (Coventry) sent a colour print of his Oct. 2 0-10 operation showing his gear sitting on a decorator’s pasting table in the garden and the combined 6-ele. 2m. and 12-ele. 70cm. Yagis on a short pole nearby. With just 10w from a Yaesu FT-780R, he worked JA9BOH. One attraction of satellite working is that you do not need to have the antennas mounted on a high tower. For much of the time in an 0-10 orbit, the satellite is well elevated, so all you need is to mount the antennas on a short pole stuck into the ground and hand point the array towards the “bird”. This will give a few hours use without constant adjustment. What could be simpler?

Derek Brown, G8ECI, works in Saudi Arabia for long periods and operates the station HZIAAB every Wednesday evening/Thursday morning. He says the station is QRV on 0-10 mode “U” and has probably worked into the U.K.

Ron Broadbent, G3AAJ, AMSAT-UK’s secretary, is also the Satellite Co-ordinator for IARU Region 1. He is seeking input for the 0-10 news bulletins from other Region 1 societies. RSGB Headquarters now has a suitable antenna installation, so it may be possible to transmit these Sunday bulletins from Potters Bar, in future, if a suitable operators’ roster can be compiled.

Microwave Bands

Many readers have sent their latest news and scores for the 23cm. band and it is nice to welcome another nine entries in the All-Time Table. Pam Rose, G4STO, (Lincs.) says that 23cm. is her favourite band on which she runs 1.3w to a 7ft. dish some 60ft. a.g.l. and fed with Andrews LDF4-50 cable. However, she has not done as well as she could have due to a broken rotator these past few months. Even so, in the Cumulative on Dec. 2, Pam added 11 1983 counties and a couple more squares.

Dave Sellars, G3PBV, (Devon) was also QRV in the Dec. 2 leg working 9 stations at an average QR of 248 kms. It was mainly inter-G, with only a PA in CL heard at any distance. More counties, plus France and 4 new squares on Dec. 2. Earlier successes were with PAs in CL, CM and DM, and heard DF5LQ (EO) and OZ7UX (FO). Denis Jones, G3UVR, (Merseyside) got 18 more counties, plus France and 4 new squares on Dec. 2. Earlier successes were GW8FKB (NN) in Gwynedd on Nov. 10 and GW8TFI/P (YL) in Gwent on the 16th.

John Quarmby, G3XDY, (Suffolk) made good use of the Dec. 2 contest in which 4 new squares were worked. His list includes G8PPN (Northumberland), G4APA/P (Cheshire), and GUBKFT for the 12th country on 23cm. Graeme Caselton, G6CSY, (Kent) with two watts, lists G4STO, G3AUS (YK), G6GJD (YN), PE1CQQ (DM) and PA3DAQ (CM) for some of the Contest additions. Keith Hewitt’s, G6DER, (S. Yorks.) letter was written before the early December lift so reports the earlier Cumulatives to, “... have been a disaster,” with only 4 stations worked.

Dave Robinson, G4FRE, (Suffolk) was on 13cm. on Dec. 4 and worked G8FUO in Berks., and G3AUS in Devon and says
and that DL0QQ (DL) on 2,320.025 MHz was a colossal signal for hours along with DB0VC (FO). On 9cm. DB0JO (DL48d) on 3,456.150 MHz was copied and the antenna was an array of 4 full wave dipoles etched on a PCB with a gain of 12.7dBi. This was poked out of the ventilation holes on the end wall of the house which faces east. Dave also added some new ones in the Dec. 2, 23cm. event and is a newcomer to the All-Time Table with 43pts. Dick also added some new ones in the Dec. 2-4 period. When last home in Derby on Nov. 12 as new.

G4ROA persuaded F1DED (BI) off 70cm. on Dec. 3 and worked him on 23cm. for a new one, while the previous day brought Adrian another 7 counties for this year. He also joins the All-Time list. Ray Cox, G8FMK, (Oxon.) also concentrated on 70cm. on Dec. 3 and worked him on 23cm. on the end wall of the house which faces east. Dave also added some new ones in the Dec. 2, 23cm. event and is a newcomer to the All-Time Table with 43pts. Dick also added some new ones in the Dec. 2-4 period. When last home in Derby on Nov. 12 as new.

Chris Easton, G8TFI, (Gloucs.) has notched up 16 countries on 23cm. this year and reports very high activity on the band. He did the Cumulatives sessions from Gwent as GW8TFI/P and the Dec. 2 leg was the best with 87 QSOs including 3 OZs and many PA and D stations. The Nov. 16 leg saw average conditions and produced 37 contacts, while on Oct. 31, G conditions were very good resulting in 63 QSOs.

Peter Godfrey, G8ULU, joins the 23cm. table with 33 pts. and all his QSOs were made with one watt and a single 23-ele. antenna. 7 new counties were netted on Dec. 2 from his Kent QTH, including G3YVR (Merseyside) and GW8TFI/P (Gwent). Prize catch on the 4th was SM6AFV (GR) for square no. 31. Arthur Breese, G2HDZ, is reasonably happy with his country’s score of 8 on 23cm. but disappointed as he has not got more counties. All QSOs were with one watt of SSB or 5w of CW.

Derek Brown, G8ECI, should be back home in ANU square over the Christmas period. When last home in July, he enjoyed 23cm. operation with just one watt but plans to up-grade the system when time permits. Four 27-ele. Loop Yagis and a pair of 239 PA valves are suggested. He asks if any readers can suggest a suitable device to give about 6dB. of gain from one watt of drive. (Suggest NECN80490 device — see Lunar Letter Magazine, March 1983. Ed.)

Seventy Centimetres

G3PBV kept an ear on 70cm. during the period Dec. 2-4 and did find a two hour lift to Scandinavia on the Sunday evening. He got OZ3ZW (FO) who was using 10w, and OZ1C1SI (HP) with just 2w, so Dave reckons his 50w must be real QRO! He is now 101 squares worked on the band. G3XYD worked lots of OZs and SM7s in this period, yet only OZ1HTB (HP) was new. John is now 100 sq. worked on the band. On Dec. 4, Jon Stow, G4MCU, (Essex) heard all four OZ beacons, plus several PAs.

John Pilags, G8FUO, (Berk.) enters the All-Time list with 46 pts. He uses 5w from an AM or transverter plus PA with 45ft. of LDF4-50 and UR67 feeding a 43-ele. Mono Yagi at 46ft. An MG41 masthead preamp. is used and a bigger PA with two 239s is planned. On Nov. 11, he lists P1CCQ; on Dec. 3 G3UKFT, with the best day being the 4th which brought Germans in DL and DN, OZ7LX (FP), OZ2LD (FO) and OZ1AEB (GP). He has been QRV on 13cm. since late October with an SSB Products transverter, its 500w output feeding a Quad Loop Yagi at 48ft. More recent DX on 2.3 GHz includes PE1CQO on Nov. 10 and, on Dec. 4, PE1DFX (DM), PA0FRE (CL), G3AUS, PA0EZ (CM), DC0DA (DL), G3LQR (AM) and G4FRE (AL).

John Milgat, G8HII, (Hants.) also worked PA0EZ at 424 kms. on 23cm. and PA0FRE, F6DZK (AI) and some GS. During the Dec. 4 opening, DFS5Q and OZ2LD were at work over 700 kms. John Leney, G8KAX, (Essex) lists G4KCT (N. Yorks.), G4BYV (Norfolk) and G4CCH (Humburdes) as new in the Cumulative on Dec. 2. The weekend produced G4UKFT and OZ7LX. A move of about 20 miles is anticipated soon so, as that is less than 50 kms., his square scores will carry on.

John Moxham, G8KBQ, (Somerset) is now in the All-Time table and operates on 23cm. whenever he has the time. His station runs one watt to four 23-ele. Mono Yagis at 60ft. and over the Dec. 2-4 period, he lists 5 PAs worked. He is contemplating 13cm. activity some time. Gordon Emmerson’s, G8PNN, undated letter was likely written before the lift as he only lists G8HQM in Derby on Nov. 12 as new.

Three bands only count for points. Non-scoring figures in italics.
recks that 70cm. is her poorest band. Pam keeps changing antennas, the current one being a 23-ele. H.A.G. with Pope H-100 feeder. She has built a Wood & Douglas preamp. but is still not satisfied, so another H.A.G. Yagi is being sought. G6CSY only has 5w on the band and lists QSOs with PE1CQO, DF5LQ and DL8QS (EN). G6CI is well set up on 432 MHz with a Yaesu FT101ZD "prime mover," MM28/432 MHz transverter and 4CX250B amplifier to a 23-ele. antenna. A recent move, MM28/432 MHz transverter and 4CX250B amplifier to a 23-ele. antenna is used. 

contributor Gary Tuppeny, G4LOE, from 70cm. in the early December lift to work the south of England noticed at G3FPK was on Nov. 14, from about ten days in November, and the good DX was SM6CMU (FR50b). After the 2m. day brought DK4LI (EO30g), but the best offset by reasonable activity, particularly from the north of England, resulting in 80 Cumulatives. On Oct. 23, Chris's Nympsfield QTH for the annual table. SM7s. Quite obviously, there are going to be some very high scores this time. GD2HDZ lists a couple more 1983 squares, followed by 16 PAs the next day. However, Rod did get SM7WT (GP) at 0736 on the 3rd with OZ6OL (FP) for a square. However, with patience and a bit of luck with E's, it is possible to accumulate 200 without MS mode. G6CSY is only running 5w on 2m. but nevertheless, Graeme did work some DX in the lift:— EI4AQB (VN), DB1LI (FO), OZ1DQM (FP), TO6HRP (YI) and GW6USD/A (XN). G8SLR took part in the Fixed Contest on Dec. 4 as a single operator station and which left him speechless and with writer's cramp. Michael made 360 contacts, many into the "01" and "02" squares, best DX being OZ1KAL (GP54b) at 823 kms. The most pleasing DX was G4FDX/LX (CJ) and after the event, he got SM7NBR (GP48A).

Two Metres

G3PBV reports that, on the evening of Dec. 2, G3JYHU heard a 3V8 station in Tunisia on CW, on 144.05 MHz with a big pile-up of French and Spanish stations. The rough distance from Jersey to Tunis city is 1,700 kms. so it is not record-breaking DX. It would be much appreciated if any of our French and Spanish readers could shed some light on this one. Despite Auroras being heard on about ten days in November, and the good tropo. on Dec. 1 and 2, G3UVR found nothing new for the tables. The only A noticed at G3FPK was on Nov. 14, from 1415-1530, but there was no activity from the south of England. G3XDY took time off from 23cm. and 70cm. in the early December lift to work OZ1FO in GO for a new square to bring his total to 148. Welcome to a new contributor Gary Tuppeny, G4LOE, from Solihull in the W. Midlands. He has recently moved and is now QRV with an Icom IC-251E and 40w amplifier, the antenna being a 9-ele. Yagi at 29ft. On Dec. 2 he worked FIGXO (XI), F1BCH (AJ), FIICX (ZI) and OZ1IWE (EQ). The next day brought OZ1DAO (FP), OZ1DOP (GP), OZ1HFO (EO), DF8BA (DN), and SM7OBY and OZ2YM in GP. On the 4th G3MRJ (GP) was worked. Beacon DLOPR was audible throughout the 3rd and up to lunchtime on the 4th. OZ1IGY and SK7VHF beacons were also copied.

G4MCU found OZ3CEW (II) on the 20m. VHF net on Nov. 21 and made an immediate MS sked with Erik which was successful, being completed in 55 mins. By "tail-ending" G3P01, he worked Y30CLA on CW during the lift for new square GO. Two days earlier, on the 1st, Jon used SSB mode to contact EA1OD (XD) and FIGXX (ZF). G4SRN was in on the latter part of the Dec. lift and began at 0736 on the 3rd with OZ6OL (FP) for a new square, after which a fruitless hour was spent trying to work SM7WW. However, Rod did get SM7WT (GP) at 1305 for his first SM and another new square. 

Pam Rose, G4GTO, reckons she will have to think about MS operation to work more squares. However, with patience and a bit of luck with E's, it is possible to accumulate 200 without MS mode. G6CSY is only running 5w on 2m. but nevertheless, Graeme did work some DX in the lift:— EI4AQB (VN), DB1LI (FO), OZ1DQM (FP), TO6HRP (YI) and GW6USD/A (XN). G8SLR took part in the Fixed Contest on Dec. 4 as a single operator station and which left him speechless and with writer's cramp. Michael made 360 contacts, many into the "01" and "02" squares, best DX being OZ1KAL (GP54b) at 823 kms. The most pleasing DX was G4FDX/LX (CJ) and after the event, he got SM7NBR (GP48A).

Chris Easton, G8TFI, and Tony Collett, G4NBS, put their scribe's radio neighbour G8WLV (Surrey) on Oct. 23, and G8CLY (Herts.) on Oct. 23, and G8CLY (Herts.) on Oct. 23.境内
getting into CM, DN and EN squares. He took his gear round to GW6KOJ’s QTH for the contest. With 400w to a 17-ele. Tonna Yagi at 50ft. and 900 ft. a.s.l. they worked 133 Gs, GWs and GUs, 4 ONs, 10 Fs, 32 Ds and 66 PAs.

Four & Six Metres

Very little input this month on 4m. and 6m. G3PBV has added a Trio TS-660 to his collection, described as an “All-mode quad bander,” covering FM, USB, CW and AM modes on 21, 24, 28-30 and 50-54 MHz in 1 MHz bands. Dave says it produces 10w and is a sort of “simplified TS-430.” He has been listening on 6m. using the 4m. 2-ele. beam and logged GU2HML, GJ3YHU, GW4HBK, G3NOX, G3COJ, G3TCU and G6XM. Sounds like an intriguing piece of kit and somewhat of a rarity at the moment.

GW4HBK, in apologising for lack of recent reports, writes that conditions have been very quiet from South Wales, in spite of regular “CQ” calls on 6m. and 4m. Dave says the Dec. lift did not seem to affect the strength of the 4m. beacons, but that 6m. did open up. He got an S9-plus report from GU2HML, and also worked GJ3YHU, G3OHH, GW3LDH and G6XM.

Bristol Resume

Ken Osborne, G4IGO, has written after some time and has moved from his Bristol QTH to Somerset. A keen student of propagation, he has sent a brief account of his activity from the old QTH. From mid-1977 to Sept. 19, 1983, 251 squares and 40 countries were contacted on 2m. On tropo, best DX was UQ2IV (KQ) out of 155 squares and 22 countries, while Aurora! QS0s brought 23 countries in 97 squares. Best DX on this mode were LP, LQ, LR and KH squares, the most unusual being a QS0 with F2PC in AC. Via E’s, 17 countries in 48 squares were worked, best DX being to MZ and HV. F1JG (CD) was a very short skip station contacted.

Ken mentions that in one opening this year, at the end of July or the beginning of August, there was an E’s opening from G/GI to F, moving into the EA5 and EA7 areas. G1QPH was heard and called by G4ICO and others on back-scatter, an extremely rare phenomenon via E’s on 144 MHz. Unfortunately the G1 either did not hear them or ignored them as they were not DX.

On MS, Ken worked 17 countries in 65 squares, best DX being OH3TH (MU). Only 23 squares were added by MS so 228 were worked by “normal” modes. On tropo and Ar, the best DX is found and worked on CW and this is true of most modes of propagation to Eastern Europe. Ken finds that E’s is a “straight line mode” the QTE for each opening varying very little. However, it can alter by 90° or 180° in a matter of seconds if reports in DUBUS Informationen are studied. These are very interesting observations of the kind which add to our general understanding of VHF propagation.

Cable Losses

The latest copy of the AMSAT-UK satellite calendar contains a “Cautionary Tale” from compiler Trevor Stockill, G4GPQ. He suspected his 25 metre run of URM-67 cable at 70cm. was a bit lossy so replaced it with FHJ4-50. Now, 100w fed in results in 82w at the antenna. The URM-67 had been up for less than 18 months and was undamaged. The same 100w fed to the old cable originally provided 45w at the antenna, but when re-tested, this had dropped to a miserable 15w. That represents over 8dB. loss for just 25m. at 435 MHz! Another way of expressing the deterioration is that the cable is some 4.8dB. worse after this short period.

The moral here is that, just because cable looks all right, it does not mean it is. Your scribe wonders what the exact reason is for such deterioration when proper precautions are taken regarding waterproofing, etc. Can any cable experts give us the facts?

Gems of the Month

The following two gems were heard by your scribe on 2m. during November, both from G1B. operators. “My preamp. doesn’t work very well on FM. It’s much better on SSB.” “We’ve got a 5XY antenna, but only the X part is working at the moment; there’s something wrong with the feeder of the Y part.”

Finale

Next issue the final placings in the annual tables will appear, so please be sure to send in your end-of-year figures by Jan. 4. Make a note in your new diaries that the deadline for the March issue, when we start the 1984 annual table, is about as early as it can be, Feb. 1. Send all your news, etc. to:- “VHF Bands,” SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, WELWYN, Herts., AL6 9EQ. 73 es Happy New Year de G3FPK.

Subscription rate to Short Wave Magazine is £9.60 for a year of twelve issues, post paid

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, LTD., 34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN, HERTS. AL6 9EQ
LOW-PASS FILTERS FOR ATTENUATING RF AMPLIFIER HARMONICS

PART II

A DETAILED EXAMINATION, COMPLETE WITH NECESSARY DATA FOR THE CONSTRUCTOR

E. E. WETHERHOLD, W3NQN

Seven-Element Chebyshev Filter with Standard-Value Capacitors

Two seven-element Chebyshev SVC lowpass filters for the 80-metre band are listed for comparison in Table 1, Nos. 6 and 7. These two designs were selected from Design Nos. 5 and 7 of Table 3 as being representative examples of this filter type and suitable for comparison with the 5-element 80-metre filters. Fig. 3 shows the attenuation response vs. frequency of all the filters. As might be expected, the 7 MHz attenuation is greatest in the two 7-element filters as compared to all the 5-element filters. Although the desired second harmonic attenuation of the 7-element filter does not always meet the attenuation criteria of more than 32 dB, the attenuation provided by this filter type will probably be sufficient for its purpose. The maximum calculated VSWR (from Table 3) is 1.036 for one design and 1.035 for the other. In addition to the better attenuation and VSWR performance of the seven-element filters, the use of standard-value capacitors simplifies purchasing and construction.

To facilitate the use of the 7-element SVC filter for amateur radio applications, thirty designs that were considered most appropriate for second harmonic attenuation were selected from a table of 76 designs having VSWR less than 1.15, and these designs are presented in Table 3. The designs for the 40-metre and higher bands all have second harmonic attenuation greater than 30 dB. All but six of the designs have VSWR levels of 1.100 or less. For the most part, these designs meet the desired performance characteristics previously mentioned, and they are recommended for future applications where harmonic filtering is needed.

Summary and Conclusion

Transistor RF amplifiers require lowpass filters for each amateur band to reduce harmonic levels to an acceptable level. Amateur radio designers apparently prefer the 5-element lowpass filter for this application, but there appears to be no agreement on a specific type of design. For example, five-element designs for the “double-pi”, half-wave and modified Chebyshev filters were recommended in three articles recently published in the U.K. For such a common and reoccurring need, it seems appropriate that a type of lowpass design be available to the amateur that is easily constructed with standard-value capacitors (SVC) and that also has low VSWR in the passband and adequate attenuation at the second harmonic frequency.

Comparisons of performance and ease of construction were made between four different types of five-element filters and a seven-element type. The seven-element Chebyshev SVC type was recommended for all future harmonic attenuation applications because of the advantage of greater harmonic attenuation. Lower VSWR and easier construction out-weighted the disadvantages of the one additional capacitor and inductor that are required as compared to the five-element filter. Thirty precalculated seven-element SVC designs were tabulated for all the amateur bands from 160 to 10 metres, with the recommendation they be used in all future amateur transceiver designs, unless there is some compelling reason to do otherwise.

A table of 5-element SVC filter designs was given for Class-A or AB RF amplifier filtering applications where the greatest attenuation of the 7-element filter is not needed, and where it is desired to minimize cost and the number of components.
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Appendix ‘A’

This appendix contains all the information necessary for you to design an optimum inductor for the filter designs listed in Table 3. Table A1 lists the general magnetic properties of the Micrometals iron powder toroidal cores distributed in the U.K. by Amidon and which are available from TMP Electronics Supplies. The five listed mixes were selected as being optimum for the filters listed in Table 3. Table A2 gives the core mix number, the core

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Carbonyl E</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>95 ppm/°Deg. C.</td>
<td>.25 - 10</td>
<td>Red</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SF</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2 - 30</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TH</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1 - 20</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>10 - 100</td>
<td>Black</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Synthetic Oxide</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>170 (Non-linear)</td>
<td>20 - 200</td>
<td>Green/White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The physical dimensions are useful for laying out the magnetic dimensions of the core sizes selected for the filters in using the inductance value for ten turns, it is possible to calculate inductance for ten turns on five different core sizes. These five colour and the recommended frequency range versus the inductance for ten turns on five different core sizes. These five sizes were selected as being optimum for the filters in Table 3. By using the inductance value for ten turns, it is possible to calculate the turns required for any desired inductance value. A design example following this paragraph demonstrates how the data in the four tables meets the requirements of the Design No. I for a power output of 200 watts.

A design example demonstrates how the data in the four tables are used to select an optimum iron powder core for an RF filtering application. Assume you want to build a lowpass filter (such as Design No. 1 in Table 3) for a 160-metre band transmitter having a maximum power output of 50 watts. To do this, use the following procedure:

(a) Refer to Table A4 and select a core that is optimum for the cutoff frequency range and power level being used. A T68-2 core meets the requirements of the Design No. 1 for a power output of 50 watts.

(b) From Design No. 1 of Table 3, L2 = L6 = 5.415 µH, and L4 = 6.403 µH. Using the Inductance Value at 10 turns from Table A2 and the following equation, calculate the number of turns required on a T68-2 core to give the desired L2 and L6 inductance value: \( N = \frac{L2}{L10} \), where \( N \) is the number of turns required for the desired inductance \( 'L2' \), and L10 is the inductance at 10 turns from Table A2. For a T68-2 core, L10 = 0.57 µH. Thus, \( N = \frac{5.415}{0.57} = 30.8 \) or 31 turns. In a similar manner, the 6.403 µH inductor (L4) requires 34 turns on a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design No.</th>
<th>F-co (MHz)</th>
<th>F-3</th>
<th>F-20</th>
<th>F-30</th>
<th>VSWR</th>
<th>C1,7 (pF)</th>
<th>C3,5</th>
<th>L2,6 (µH)</th>
<th>L4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>1.086</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>5.415</td>
<td>6.403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>4.442</td>
<td>5.608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1.056</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>4.863</td>
<td>5.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.66</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.104</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>4.771</td>
<td>5.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>1.036</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>2.637</td>
<td>3.261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>4.82</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>1.070</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>2.624</td>
<td>3.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>2.434</td>
<td>3.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>5.20</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1.064</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>2.427</td>
<td>2.913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>1.080</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1.508</td>
<td>1.789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.36</td>
<td>9.04</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>1.039</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>1.380</td>
<td>1.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>1.082</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>1.366</td>
<td>1.619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>1.138</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1.463</td>
<td>1.689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>10.33</td>
<td>12.99</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>1.030</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>1.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>10.57</td>
<td>11.62</td>
<td>14.0</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>1.142</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>1.090</td>
<td>1.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>16.41</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>1.109</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>14.45</td>
<td>17.26</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>1.056</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>15.17</td>
<td>17.56</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>1.086</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>0.854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>16.82</td>
<td>19.29</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>1.099</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>18.93</td>
<td>22.89</td>
<td>28.4</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>1.048</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>0.748</td>
<td>0.668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>20.22</td>
<td>23.41</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>1.086</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>0.754</td>
<td>0.640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>21.48</td>
<td>24.09</td>
<td>29.0</td>
<td>32.7</td>
<td>1.141</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>21.55</td>
<td>27.62</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>21.67</td>
<td>25.89</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>1.056</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>23.28</td>
<td>26.60</td>
<td>32.4</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>1.104</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>0.559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>25.24</td>
<td>28.94</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>39.8</td>
<td>1.099</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>0.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>25.68</td>
<td>30.95</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>1.050</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>30.66</td>
<td>38.24</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>1.033</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>30.90</td>
<td>35.40</td>
<td>43.1</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>1.100</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0.359</td>
<td>0.421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>31.66</td>
<td>40.52</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>33.00</td>
<td>39.02</td>
<td>48.1</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>1.064</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.324</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. See schematic diagram, Fig. 2(a), for the location of C1, C3, C5 and C7, and of L2, L4 and L6.
2. F-co is the 'ripple cutoff frequency (F-Ap)', and F-3, F-20 and F-30 are the frequencies of the 3dB, 20dB and 30dB attenuation levels; see Fig. 2(b).

The five cutoff frequency ranges taken from Table 3, and for five RF power ranges up to 200 watts.
Table A2. Inductance at 10 turns for MICROMETALS Toroidal Cores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Mix Number</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Inductance (µH) at 10 turns.</th>
<th>Recommended Freq. Range (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core Size Prefix</td>
<td>T37</td>
<td>T44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>.40</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-6</td>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-7</td>
<td>White</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-10</td>
<td>Black</td>
<td>.25</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-12</td>
<td>Green/White</td>
<td>.15</td>
<td>.185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. The above inductance values have a tolerance of 5% and are based on a single layer of turns evenly spaced around the core.
2. The core prefix gives the nominal outside core diameter in hundredths of an inch.
3. The complete toroidal core is specified by the size prefix followed by the material designation. For example, a T68-2 core has a nominal O.D. of 0.37 inches and an inductance of 0.40 µH at 10 turns. See the design example in Appendix 'A' for the procedure used in calculating the turns for any desired inductance value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Mix Number</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Inductance (µH) at 10 turns.</th>
<th>Recommended Freq. Range (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Core Size Prefix</td>
<td>T37</td>
<td>T44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 - 5</td>
<td>7 - 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

References

Table A3. Toroidal Core Dimensions and Maximum Turns for Single Layer Winding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Core Size Designation</th>
<th>Height (inches)</th>
<th>Inner Dia. (inches)</th>
<th>Magnetic Length (cm)</th>
<th>Magnetic Area (cm sq.)</th>
<th>Approximate Turns for Single Layer Winding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wire Size (swg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T37</td>
<td>.128</td>
<td>.205</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T44</td>
<td>.159</td>
<td>.229</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T50</td>
<td>.190</td>
<td>.303</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>.121</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T68</td>
<td>.190</td>
<td>.370</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>.196</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T80</td>
<td>.250</td>
<td>.495</td>
<td>5.15</td>
<td>.242</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The ‘T’ designates a toroidal core and the number following the ‘T’ designates the outer diameter of the core in hundredths of an inch.
Table A4. Recommended Minimum Core Size *versus* Core Material for Various Power Levels and Frequency Ranges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cutoff Freq. Range (MHz)</th>
<th>Core Material &amp; Colour</th>
<th>DESIGNATION OF SMALLEST USABLE TOROIDAL CORE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>25 - 50 Watts RMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 - 5</td>
<td>2 (Red)</td>
<td>T37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 - 8</td>
<td>7 (White)</td>
<td>T37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - 12</td>
<td>6 (Yellow)</td>
<td>T37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 - 24</td>
<td>10 (Black)</td>
<td>T37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 - 35</td>
<td>12 (Grn/White)</td>
<td>T37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The above minimum core sizes may be used for the designs in Table 3. A conservative maximum AC flux density of 200 Gauss was used to determine the minimum core size. Minimum 'Q' of the T37 core will be between 150 and 200 for the -2, -6 and -7 materials, and between 125 and 150 for the -10 and -12 materials. A larger core may be used for higher 'Q' if desired.


Soldering Polyurethane Wire — Safety

Editorial note: when doing much soldering of wire covered with a synthetic enamel based on a polyurethane resin (by “much” we mean the soldering associated with the inductors of, say, ten of W3NQ’s filters) ensure that there is plenty of ventilation. This is because when the resin melts it gives off a small amount of toluene di-isocyanate, which is both irritating and harmful to the eyes and respiratory system. For reference, see the February 1982 issue of Rad Com, page 143.

DATA PROCESSING THE LOG BOOK — ON A MICROCOMPUTER

I. T. WOOD, G4MCN

The growing availability of small, powerful, computers at work, in schools, and now in the home, allows the radio amateur to process the data in their log books into conveniently sorted information. This article attempts to illustrate what an existing 32K computer can do — by means of two programs written in PET BASIC and, to whet the appetite of the complete novice, by a ‘step by step’ description of the first part of the simpler program.

The two programs provide a record of QSOs sorted in some predetermined manner. The first program allows five items of data on each contact (callsign, date, time, band and mode) to be fed into the computer, in a manner facilitating easy editing of any errors, before being transferred to disc. The second program processes the data now held on disc. In order to make the most effective use of computer memory, whilst keeping the program relatively simple, the data is read from the disc into the ‘array’ (an indexed list of the data), which is then sorted before being output to a visible record. As each set of data is fed into the computer it may be rearranged before being stored in the array. Hence if the data is stored in the sequence — callsign, date, time, band and mode — then it will be sorted into alphabetical order starting with callsign. Alternatively, if it is rearranged in order of band, mode and callsign, then sorting will take place on those variables. See Figs. 1 and 2 which illustrate printout of a typical batch of QSOs.

Although BASIC is a programming language common to all small computers, each brand (and even variations of model within a brand) will have its own dialect. Hence whilst most of the instructions in the accompanying programs are written in ‘standard BASIC’ some of the statements (notably those relating to disc) are particular to PET and will need changing to suit other computers.

An idea of what scale of processing may be achieved by these ‘small powerful computers’ may be gauged by the writer’s use of this type of program on a 32K BASIC 4 PET with 4040 disc drive. The five items of data already outlined, for each of 1089 QSOs made during a recent twelve-month period, were keyed into the computer and then stored on a 5-inch disc. When processed with a machine code sorting routine the sort took about six seconds (the standard BASIC sort routine listed in Program 2 will take very much longer — however for home use this is of little consequence). The resulting processed data occupied ten pages of printout for the alphabetic sort, and four pages for the sort by band and mode. The total run time for each activity was about five minutes (reading the data, sorting and printing) using a medium speed 132 column printer. Hence the writer is able to keep a yearly record of DX contacts in sorted form. Those who make many more contacts per year will be able to devise methods based
For the User

*Program 1.* "QSODATA" divides into three parts. First the data for each QSO is read from the data lines numbered 1000 onwards. The data on each contact can occupy a separate line and is updated at convenient intervals, weekly, monthly, or whatever, until the computer memory is almost filled — this will occur after some 600 contacts have been entered. At this point the computer has no room left for processing and the data is offloaded to the backup store (disc). It is extremely simple to edit typing errors out of the data lines, either by retyping them, or by using the screen editing facilities now found on most small computers. The first part of the program reads the callsign back onto the screen to provide a useful check that the data is being read correctly. The part two sorts this array in a manner that will be obvious from inspecting the two Figures. In the listing shown, sorting is achieved by the well-known BASIC 'bubble' sort which may take a few hours to complete. This part of the program may be reduced to one instruction line if a machine code sort routine can be borrowed, lifted from a magazine, or bought for a few pounds. The sort process will then be reduced to a few seconds and will provide a new horizon for ideas on fresh applications of data processing.

Part-three of the program prints out the sorted array in its new sequence. If the first two characters of successive QSOs are the same then printing by callsign will continue on the same line — if different, then a new line will be forced. Users with 80 column printers will reduce the value of GG in lines 470 and 540 and alter the number of blank spaces used. A running total of the number of contacts per band, per mode, is made and printed out at the end of that section. A grand total of contacts terminates the printout. The program lines which are particular to the 'sorting by band' option are shown indented in the listing. This program is capable of handling some 800-plus contacts. The writer obtained the printout of over 1000 QSOs, referred to earlier, by deleting the '/83' in each date and removing the space between the band and the mode (e.g. 28 P became 28P) — he also appended two disc files together to make one larger than can be obtained directly from Program 1. However in the interests of those who wish to preserve the full set of data, and to maintain a more elegant spacing, the accompanying two programs are suitable for up to 650 contacts. The writer obtained the printout of over 1000 QSOs, referred to earlier, by deleting the '/83' in each date and removing the space between the band and the mode (e.g. 28 P became 28P) — he also appended two disc files together to make one larger than can be obtained directly from Program 1. However in the interests of those who wish to preserve the full set of data, and to maintain a more elegant spacing, the accompanying two programs are suitable for up to 650 contacts. Close inspection of the printout will reveal that two callsigns terminate with a '&-' sign — this is part of the writer's personal code in which a '&-' signifies a joint QSO, '!' a contest contact, **an aborted contact (QRM,QSB)** and '!' for contacts under auroral conditions. Also, those with alternative country callsigns appear twice (for example, K1BJ/3B8 is duplicated to appear as 3B8/K1BJ).

For the Newcomer to Computing

Programming is not difficult — it just looks as though it should be! At one British school, thirteen-year-olds are taken off normal

```plaintext
3B8/K1BJ 7/1/83 1009 28 P
3V8AA 17/1/83 1435 28 P
5N6GGJ 31/1/83 0834 21 P 5N6RED 24/1/83 1200 28 P
5Z4CI 1/1/83 1102 28 P
6W8AR 1/1/83 1556 28 P
7X4BL 8/1/83 1240 28 P 7X4BL 21/1/83 1148 28 P
8P6G& 22/1/83 1114 28 P 8P6OL& 22/1/83 1124 28 P
9N1BMK 1/1/83 1253 28 P
19XP 8/1/83 1626 14 P
CE5TH 21/1/83 2135 21 P CE8ABF 24/1/83 1852 28 P
CR9AN 14/1/83 1038 28 P
C12DL 23/1/83 1711 28 P
C7XCG 2/2/83 1914 28 P C8XDV 2/2/83 1946 28 P
DF6DV 1/1/83 1208 10 C
DJ3VM 15/1/83 0436 3.5 P
DK6AP 8/1/83 2154 14 C
DL4AAE 1/1/83 1438 10 C DL5AM 1/1/83 0910 10 C DL9OAD 1/1/83 1502 10 C
EA8QL 29/1/83 1045 28 P
F6GUR 8/1/83 2216 14 C
FY0FOL 4/2/83 1257 28 P
G3AOS 31/1/83 1246 28 P G3KEF 1/1/83 0938 10 C G3NXX 30/1/83 1232 28 P G3VFP 14/1/83 1942 14 P
G3VFP 17/1/83 1253 14 P G3YBD& 23/1/83 2011 28 P
G4HXB 15/1/83 1037 28 P G4KNB& 23/1/83 2111 28 P G4MAG 1/1/83 0018 10 C G4NIN 18/2/83 1805 28 P
H81LC 1/1/83 1535 28 P
24/1/83 1200 28 P
H82YO 19/1/83 1715 14 P
J8/7N7HJ 21/1/83 1030 28 P
JW/SP2BHZ 19/1/83 0352 14 P JWOP 30/1/83 1316 28 P
JX5VAA 9/1/83 1542 14 P
K1BJ/3B8 7/1/83 1009 28 P
KA7BPD 29/1/83 1729 28 P
KB4YT 14/1/83 1932 14 C
```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Callsign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 C DF6DV</td>
<td>10 C DL4AAE</td>
<td>10 C DL5AM</td>
<td>10 C DL90AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 C G3KEF</td>
<td>10 C G4MAG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 C 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 C DK6AP</td>
<td>14 C F6GUR</td>
<td>14 C KB4YT</td>
<td>14 C 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 P A9XP</td>
<td>14 P G3VFP</td>
<td>14 P JX5VAA</td>
<td>14 P HV2VO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 P JW/SP2BH</td>
<td>14 P SP2BH/1W</td>
<td>14 P VU2AU</td>
<td>14 P VY1CC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 P ZD7HH</td>
<td>14 P 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 P 5N6GGJ</td>
<td>21 P CE5TH</td>
<td>21 P G4HBI</td>
<td>21 P PZ1/W6KG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 P VE3FXT/Z2</td>
<td>21 P VP2KBS</td>
<td>21 P VP8ANT</td>
<td>21 P W6KG/PZ1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 P ZB2J</td>
<td>21 P ZL1UQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 C N9AHH</td>
<td>28 C W8OQV</td>
<td>28 C 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 P 3B8/K1BJ</td>
<td>28 P 3V8AA</td>
<td>28 P 5Z4CI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 P 5N6RED</td>
<td>28 P 6W8AR</td>
<td>28 P 7X4BL</td>
<td>28 P 8P6GG&amp;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 P 8P6OL&amp;</td>
<td>28 P 9NI8MK</td>
<td>28 P CE8ABF</td>
<td>28 P CR9AN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 P EA8QL</td>
<td>28 P FY0FOL</td>
<td>28 P G3NXX</td>
<td>28 P CT2DL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 P G4HXB</td>
<td>28 P G4KNB&amp;</td>
<td>28 P G3YBD&amp;</td>
<td>28 P C7XCG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 P G4NIN</td>
<td>28 P G4NIV</td>
<td>28 P G4HXB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 P H18LC</td>
<td>28 P I8/N7HJ</td>
<td>28 P KIBJ/3B8</td>
<td>28 P KA7BPD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 P JW/0P</td>
<td>28 P N2BO</td>
<td>28 P N7ARA</td>
<td>28 P N7HJ/18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 P OH2TV</td>
<td>28 P U/A99HE</td>
<td>28 P UK1AAA</td>
<td>28 P UK3DDJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 P VK3PNX</td>
<td>28 P VP9YC</td>
<td>28 P VP8QG</td>
<td>28 P VU2NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 P W1TAK</td>
<td>28 P W7I/WU</td>
<td>28 P WA0UCV</td>
<td>28 P WB7VUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 P ZP5RG</td>
<td>28 P 53</td>
<td>28 P YV3BQ</td>
<td>28 P WD4NDD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL NO. OF ENTRIES = 87

Lessons for a one week computing course. At the end of that week they can program, use the word processor and program the control of a large model railway in 'real-time'.

Some taste of what is involved will hopefully be gained by reading the following description in conjunction with the listing of Program 1.

Programs in the BASIC language contain a list of instructions written in a form that has some commonsense meaning to the human user and is capable of immediate interpretation by the built-in dictionary inside the computer. The instructions are carried out, one at a time, in sequential order of the line number which prefaces each instruction.

One of the basic concepts of the language was that each instruction line should contain a 'keyword' that conveys the sense of the instruction. For example, line 100 reads:

100 REM program name

The keyword REM is shorthand for 'remark' and allows the programmer to write notes in his program which the computer ignores but facilitates his later reading of the program. As soon as the computer detects the keyword REM it flips to the next instruction.

A blank line such as line 200 serves only to space out the printed list of instructions to improve readability. Line 220 could be typed as:

220 LET N = 0

The keyword LET means 'set a memory location, to be labelled
as \( N \), to take on the value zero’. As BASIC has grown in
popularity some of the original concepts have been abandoned
and most small computers accept the shorter form of the
instruction in line 220. Also it is now common for small computers
to accept multiple instructions prefaced by one common line
number — each instruction being separated by the colon (:) symbol. For example, we could have

\[
220 \text{LET } N = 0 : \text{REM INITIALISE QSO COUNTER}
\]

Thus a computer performs one instruction at a time, in a
predetermined sequence, and most of its working instructions
manipulate the data currently held in defined memory locations.
Data may be entered into these named stores in various ways.

\[
220 \text{LET } N = 0
\]

was one way. This instruction placed the numerical value 0 into
store \( N \). The letters \( A \) to \( Z \) are used to define numerical memory
locations. However much of the data used in real life is not
numerical — packets of non-quantitative information are stored

in locations defined by an initial letter followed by the $ symbol;
for example, we could not put the data “Joe Bloggs” into location
\( N $\). Some computers will allow memory locations to be given long
names — such as CALLSIGN$, DATE$, TIMES, BAND$, MODE$ — all will allow the initial letter to be used; for example,
\( C $, D $, T $, BS and M $$. Hence line 230 of the program instructs
the computer to look for the first item of data found on the first
data line (line 1000) and place it in location \( C $, the second item
into \( D $, and so on. Commas are used to separate the items of data
on each data line. Line 250 tells the computer to print the callsign
onto the computer screen so that we may check the data.

The number of sets of data read are counted in line 260:

\[
310 \text{NEXT I}
\]

\[
320
\]

\[
330
\]

Program 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>REM QSODATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>REM COUNT AND CHECK DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>N = 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>READ CS, DS, TS, BS, MS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>IF CS = &quot;END&quot; THEN 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>PRINT CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>N = N + 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>GOTO 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>PRINTN; &quot;ENTRIES&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;WANT TO SAVE ONTO DISC NOW&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>INPUT R$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>IF LEFT$(R$, 1) = &quot;N&quot; THEN END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>REM SAVE ONTO DISC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>RESTORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>REM COUNT AND CHECK DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510</td>
<td>PRINT CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>OPEN15, 8, 15: PRINT £15, &quot;S1:LOG&quot;: CLOSE15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>OPEN2, 8, 8, &quot;1:LOG,S,R&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>540</td>
<td>PRINT CS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>READ X$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>560</td>
<td>IF X$ = &quot;END&quot; THEN 590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>570</td>
<td>PRINT X$; CHR$(13);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580</td>
<td>GOTO 550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590</td>
<td>CLOSE2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>REM SORTING ROUTINE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>FOR I = 1 TO N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>IF R$ = &quot;B&quot; THEN PRINT LEFT$(X$(I), 1); ( W )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630</td>
<td>PRINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640</td>
<td>IF R$ = &quot;B&quot; THEN PRINT &quot;TOTAL NO OF ENTRIES = ( W )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>PRINT ( W )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Program 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>REM QSOPRINT: COPYRIGHT IT WOOD, G4MCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;WANT PRINTOUT BY (A)LPHABETIC ORDER OR BY (B)AND&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>INPUT R$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>Z$ = &quot;&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>OPEN2, 8, 8, &quot;1:LOG,S,R&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>PRINT ( W )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>INPUT X$(I)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>DIM X$(N)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>FOR I = 1 TO N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>IF R$ = &quot;B&quot; THEN PRINT LEFT$(X$(I), 1); ( W )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;WANT TO SAVE ONTO DISC NOW&quot;;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>210</td>
<td>INPUT R$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>IF LEFT$(R$, 1) = &quot;N&quot; THEN END</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230</td>
<td>REM COUNT AND CHECK DATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240</td>
<td>PRINT ( W )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>PRINT X$(I)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260</td>
<td>IF R$ = &quot;B&quot; THEN PRINT LEFT$(X$(I), 1); ( W )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>PRINT &quot;TOTAL NO OF ENTRIES = ( W )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>PRINT ( W )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>290</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>330</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>370</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>390</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>410</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>430</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>450</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>470</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>490</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>520</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>530</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>540</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>560</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>570</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>580</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>610</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>640</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>650</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>670</td>
<td>IF R$ = &quot;B&quot; THEN PRINT LEFT$(X$(I - 1), 1); ( W )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>680</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>690</td>
<td>IF R$ = &quot;B&quot; THEN PRINT &quot;TOTAL NO OF ENTRIES = ( W )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>710</td>
<td>PRINTX4:CLOSE4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

January, 1984
260 \( N = N + 1 \)
which can be interpreted as, 'increment \( N \) by one'. It started with the value zero — we have read one set of data, hence \( N \) is now 1.

More data is read because of the jump instruction

270 GOTO 230

The computer is told to go back to the instruction on line 220 — read more data, then increment the counter \( N \) by one, and then go back to read more data. . . . And carry on reading until the test in line 240 is found to be true; i.e. when all the real data has been read, the dummy callsign END is placed in \( C^S \) and the program is then diverted to line 280 which prints out onto the VDU screen the number of QSOs for which data has been read.

Line 290 uses the keyword PRINT followed by some text enclosed within quotation marks. At this instruction the computer slavishly copytypes onto the screen whatever text is held enclosed within quote marks.

At line 300, a further method of entering data is used. In response to the question now on the screen

DO YOU WISH TO SAVE ON DISC NOW?

the computer invites the user to reply yes or no. If the response starts with letter \( N \) (for no, nay, non, nein and so on) the instruction on line 310 tests for the initial left-hand letter and terminates the program if it is found to be an 'n'. If any other response is made the program continues to the next instruction line.

The three most important ways of injecting data into a program have been described — LET, READ and INPUT — program loops have been seen — GOTO a linenumber — and the powerful conditional jump statement, IF some condition holds THEN go to another line. These few instructions, together with the variations on the PRINT instruction, allow very powerful programs to be written. However no matter how complex the program the microcomputer can do only one instruction at a time as it manipulates the information stored in its user defined memory locations.

The remainder of the program reads the data once more, printing it onto a disc file named ‘LOG’ instead of onto the screen. In the data file LOG we have the number of contacts followed by the set of data for each QSO.

The second program reads the data from disc and joins it together as requested by the user, before being sorted and displayed in the rearranged format.

**CLUBS ROUNDUP**

**By "Club Secretary"**

**FIRSTLY,** thanks to all those regular contributors to this piece for their Christmas and New Year greetings, so much appreciated by your scribe.

Secondly, a bit of a beef. . . . our crystal ball has broken down, and we can't find a competent serviceman. So please include in your letter the name and address of the Hon. Sec. With a pile of eighty or so club letters to deal with, the chap who says "Hon. Sec. so-and-so, \textit{QTHR}" to save himself a moment can cause considerable delay here, where time is of the essence and even minutes count towards the deadline. Worse still is the chap who says "\textit{QTHR}" and yet owns a call too recent to be in the Call Book! Either he doesn't know what \textit{QTHR} means, or he has forgotten his entry in the book is against his now-discarded ‘B’ licence call.

**The Letters**

We've turned the pile upside down this month, so we can kick off with a new club: \textit{308 Club} is so named because of the room number in which many of the members are studying RAE at Kingston College of Further Education; but their actual Hq. is in the ‘Coach House’ behind St. Mark’s Church in Surbiton, every Tuesday evening at eight. They would like some offers of talks, as well as visitors for a natter — “all welcome” is the motto.

We turn now to \textit{York} which has its Hq. at the United Services Club, 61 Micklegate, York, meeting there every Friday evening. Contact the Hon. Sec. for details — see Panel.

On Thursday evenings at 7.30 the \textit{Yeovil} lads gather at the Recreation Centre, Chilton Grove, Yeovil; January 5 sees G3MYM discussing his own feelings on the Chordal Hop question, and on 12th he talks about “Your Amateur Radio Career". January 19 is down for G3GC to look at “History — from Semaphore to Satellite". Finally, on January 26 there is a natter night.

January 9 for \textit{Worcester} is at the Oddfellows Hall in New Street, for a discussion evening; the informal is at the Old Pheasant Inn, New Street on January 23.

The Canteen and Social Club, Milton Trading Estate, Milton, Abingdon, is the Hq. of the \textit{Vale of White Horse} gang on the first and third Tuesday of each month, with the latter usually the natter session. For details of how to get there we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

Second and fourth Tuesdays are the ones booked by \textit{Thetan} at the Grosvenor Club, Grosvenor Park, Margate. G8SBS has the floor on January 10 to talk about satellite working, and on January 24 there will be a computer evening.

We are ‘up against it’ for details of the \textit{Sutton & Cheam} events this month — the newsletter deals with December and March but . . .
nothing in between! So for the details on the January meetings

For the Surrey chaps the routine is fairly easy to remember, as it is always written across the top of their newsletter! First and third Mondays, 7.45 for 8 p.m., first floor mess deck, T.S. Terra Nova, 34 The Waldrons, South Croydon; and there is, at the bottom of the page, a note of a possible party at Warrington on January 2.

Away from London now to Stratford-on-Avon, where the locals now foregather in the Control Tower, Bearley Radio Station, which lies about three miles north of Stratford in the general direction of Henley-in-Arden. The formal on January 9 is down for G3MXH to talk about maritime radio services.

January 2 and 16 are the dates for the Stourbridge lads, at “The Folkhouse, East Dundry Road, Whitchurch, Bristol, every

nothing in between! So for the details on the January meetings and their venues, we refer you to the Hon. Sec. — see Panel for his details.

Havering has an open date on January 3, and we don’t have any official late news as to what it has been filled with, even though the grapevine says they have fixed it up. January 10 is the constructors’ evening, and on 17th they have their Grand Auction; all are at T.S. Andromeda, Fairlands Valley Park, Sheffhall View, Stevenage.

South-East Kent YMCA could be regarded as another name for the Dover club; but the name is sensible in view of the venue, Dover YMCA, Godwynhurst, Leybourne Road, Dover, where they are to be found on Wednesday evenings for the club meetings. They are also there on Mondays and Tuesdays for the club meetings. They are also there on Mondays and Tuesdays for the club meetings.

A bit to the westward and one comes to Southdown, based on this time, foregathering at “The Gunnersbury Avenue, Acton, London W3 BLY. (01-292 3778)

 nothing in between! So for the details on the January meetings and their venues, we refer you to the Hon. Sec. — see Panel for his details.

For the Surrey chaps the routine is fairly easy to remember, as it is always written across the top of their newsletter! First and third Mondays, 7.45 for 8 p.m., first floor mess deck, T.S. Terra Nova, 34 The Waldrons, South Croydon; and there is, at the bottom of the page, a note of a possible party at Warrington on January 2.

Away from London now to Stratford-on-Avon, where the locals now foregather in the Control Tower, Bearley Radio Station, which lies about three miles north of Stratford in the general direction of Henley-in-Arden. The formal on January 9 is down for G3MXH to talk about maritime radio services.

January 2 and 16 are the dates for the Stourbridge lads, at “The Folkhouse, East Dundry Road, Whitchurch, Bristol, every
Wednesday evening, and first formed a couple of months ago. January 3 is down for a talk on early radio, on the 10th there is a lecture and demonstration on CW operating. January 17 is two-metre night, January 24 G4KUQ's home-brewing equipment talk, and on January 31 they will be on 432 MHz.

It is years since we last heard of the Salop gang, back in the days when G3WNI was their reporter. They are now based in the Albert Hotel, Smithfield Road, Shrewsbury, where they are to be found on Thursdays. January 5 is a discussion/calibration night, January 19 a talk by G8ARS, and January 27 the club social at Shelton Hall Hotel, Shrewsbury. Dates not mentioned are filled by natters.

Membership of the Royal Navy group is open to present and past RN and Merchant Navy types and those from foreign navies; details from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel for his details.

The group called RATEC is the Radio Amateurs Technical Engineering Club, and they are based on the British Legion Club, Moor Lane, Woodford, Cheshire, albeit they have some associate members in other parts of the country. Find them at their Hq. on any Monday evening from eight onwards.

R.A.I.B.C. cater, for all those who are invalid or blind and interested in our hobby; and of course there have to be other kinds of members, like Supporters and Representatives... details from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

A change of venue is noted for the Plymouth group, who now forager at Hyde Park Junior School, Hyde Park Road, Mutley, Plymouth. For the other details on the club, contact the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

---

Deadlines for “Clubs” for the next three months—

February issue—December 30th
March issue—January 27th
April issue—February 24th
May issue—March 30th

Please be sure to note these dates!

---

North Wakefield have a good idea — a standard card with all the essential data pre-printed and a space for insertion of the current meeting data; both labour saving from their point of view and efficient from ours. January 5 sees them in session for a talk on hi-fi techniques by G3TDAZ. Find the club at Carr Gate Working Men’s Club every Thursday evening.

The January 4 date is deleted from Nene Valley’s 1984 calendar. January 11 is a matter session, and on 18th Gordon Adams will talk about R.A.F. communications. January 25 is the AGM, and presentation of trophies.

Over now to Mid-Warwickshire, and 61 Emscote Road, Warwick. Meetings are on the second and fourth Tuesday in each month; more details of the programme from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

Mid-Sussex have dates of January 12 for a talk on the use of basic test equipment, and 26th for their AGM. The Hq. is at Marle Place Adult Education Centre, Leylands Road, Burgess Hill.

The Midland place is their own, at 294A Broad Street, Birmingham, which we are told is opposite the Repertory Theatre. January 17 is down for a talk on nuclear power, although it rather looks as though you would not be unlucky if you called at Hq. on any evening of the week. To be sure, try any Wednesday.

Lincoln has its corporate being in the City Engineers’ Club, Central Depot, Waterside South, Lincoln; on January 11 there is the G2FKZ tape-slide talk on Aurora, and January 25 is an activity night. The intervening Wednesdays are used for RAE and Morse training.

Jersey’s January meeting is on 11th and is a talk on the BBC Micro, by GJ4TBW, at the Communicare Centre, St. Brelade. For anything you want to know about amateur radio in EI...
January 5 is a natter evening for East Kent, and on 19th they have a talk on crime prevention and the marking of equipment. But — they don’t say where they have Hq! Get that from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

Now Dudley a new Hon. Sec. takes over — see Panel; and the same letter tells us that they are to be found at Dudley Central Library, on January 24 for a talk on running a successful cinema by Michael Jackson, who is doing just that. Meetings are on second and fourth Tuesdays.

Derby recently had a coach trip all the way to London to visit the RAF Museum while the ladies interrogated the Brent Cross shopping centre — and doubtless the depth of the OM’s pockets too! Normally they are to be found on any Wednesday evening at their Hq., on the top floor of 119 Green Lane, Derby. January 4 is a junk sale, and on 11th they take a backwards look at the last twelve-month; Henry Balen talks about his secret war on 18th and the month rounds off with a natter night on January 25.

The Crystal Palace group gather themselves in the All Saints Parish Room, Upper Norwood, at the corner of Beulah Hill and Church Road, opposite the IBA mast. On January 21 they have a talk by G300U on “Computers for the Radio Amateur”; and looking ahead to February, on 18th, there is the AGM.

For the details of the Crawley meetings at Trinity Church Hall, either Crawley, we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. as our data does not go far enough forward; but past experience over many years says by this time they’ll have fired something up for your entertainment. Find the Hon. Sec.’s name and address in the Panel.

It is about now that, if all goes well, the Cornish club should move back into their old Hq. address (but new building), the SWEB Clubroom. However Murphy’s Law will no doubt dictate the continued use for a little longer of Treleigh Church Hall on the old Redruth by-pass. The only answer seems to be to contact the Hon. Sec. at the address in the Panel, for the very latest details of where to celebrate the first Thursday of the month.

Deep-sea diving is the topic for the Colchester club on January 19, John Barnard being the speaker. January 26 will see the RSGP presentation, “The Repeater Network and its Administration”. The venue is the Colchester Institute in Sheepen Road.

Turning now to Chichester, who have Hq. at Fernleigh Centre, 40 North Street, Chichester, we find them in the Long Room on January 3; and on 19th they head for the Green Room for a software evening.

Every Wednesday the Cheshunt gang is to be found at Church Room, Chuch Lane, Wormley; we can’t tell you what is to happen in January, because the Hon. Sec. sent us the wrong issue of the club newsletter, with programme details up to December just past!

Over now to Chesham, the gang foregather every Wednesday at the Stable Loft, Bury Farm, Pednor Road, Chesham. Contact the Hon. Sec. for more details — see Panel for the needful.

Turning now to Cheltenham we see they have January 6 for a talk “Getting In 1296 MHz”; and a natter on January 20, in the Stanton Room, Charlton Kings Library, Cheltenham.

Quite a while since we last heard of Cannock Chase; these days they have their Hq. at Bridgetown War Memorial Club, 60 Union Street, Bridgetown, Cannock, every Thursday.

There is no meeting for Cambridge on January 6 as the Hq. is closed; however they will be there on January 13, for G8OFA to talk about getting operational on 10 GHz. January 20 is an informal, and on 27th G6A1Z is showing how to get going on satellites.

Turning now to Bury we find they have a base at the Moses Community Centre, Cecil Street, where they are to be found every Tuesday; the second Tuesday is the ‘main’ meeting. January 10 is down for G3RSM to explain the art of fault-finding.

Bromsgrove A.R.S. is based on Avoncroft Arts Centre, on the second Friday of each month; for more details on the programme, contact the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

Bromsgrove A.R.C. is a newish club, and is based on Rigby Lane School, Rigby Lane, Bromsgrove, in the second Tuesday in each month.

B.A.R.T.G. is the one for all you RTTY buffs; the newsletter has to be one of the best ever to come across this desk. Details of membership from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

Now we come to Brighton, who now have their place in the Seven Furlong Bar of Brighton Racecourse. For all the other details we must refer you to the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

January 2 is the next meeting date for Braintree and is down for a talk “Power Supplies, Theory and Practice”; January 16 is G3OLU’s for a talk on DX operating. The Hq. is at the Community Centre, Victoria Street, next to the bus station.

Bishops Stortford have the AGM on January 16, with several changes in the committee to be dealt with; and the informal is on January 5 at the “Nag’s Head”, on the A120 Dunmow Road, just before the golf course.

Over the water again now, to Belfast (College of Technology), and first we must congratulate the Hon. Sec. on his new callsign, GICET. There seems to be quite a lot going on with the club, although alas they have fallen foul of bureaucracy over their proposal for a multi-element HF array atop the building. More from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel for his details.

At Biggin Hill we find the local activities in the Memorial Library in Church Road, Biggin Hill; January 24 is the AGM. After January’s meeting they seem to have organised a change to St. Mark’s Church Hall, also in Church Road. Details from the Hon. Sec. — see Panel.

Again we cross the water, this time to Bangor where the locals have the first Friday of every month at the Sands Hotel, Bangor. And their newsletter is quite an interesting little effort — we hope they can keep it rolling.

Acton, Brentford & Chiswick have their place at the Chiswick Town Hall, in High Road, Chiswick, London W4. January 15 is the AGM and all members are asked to make a special effort to be there.

Abergavenny and Nevill Hall have every Thursday evening booked in the room above Male Ward 2, Pen-y-Fal Hospital, Abergavenny. A major activity here is the RAE and Morse classes, for which the club is now an exam centre.

**Finale**

That’s it for another month; the deadline for next time is given in the ‘box’, and is to arrive, addressed to your “Club Secretary”, SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ. Meantime just remember it’ll soon be Spring!

**R.A.E. Course**

Walshall: Barr Beacon Comprehensive School, Pheasen (about 1 mile from the M5/M6 junction), Thursdays 7.30 p.m., starting January 19th, £7.50 per term (free to the unwaged). Further details from the course teacher, F. A. Fear, G8CVR, on Aldridge 52706.

**Intermediate Morse Class**

Beckenham: For students who can already read about 8 w.p.m. a Morse course commences on January 10th (7.30-9.30 p.m.) at Beckenham Adult Education Centre, 28 Beckenham Road, Beckenham, Kent (01-650 1383); the tutors are Peter Grant and Steve Palmer. Contact the Centre for full details.

**Scarab Systems**

Scarab Systems offer interesting programs for the Sinclair Spectrum computer, including a new version of their SP-RTTY program written for the 48K model, a Morse tutor, and a QTH Locator. For complete information contact the company at 39 Stafford Street, Gillingham, Kent ME7 5EN. Tel: Medway (0634) 570441.
NEW. S.E.M. IMABIC KEYER. We have replaced its plastic box, with an attractive bristled steel case. No better fully auto keyer anywhere. Uses Curtis chip. R.F. proof. £38. A first class twin paddle key. £15.

BRAID BREAKER/HI PASS FILTER. Put in T.V. ant. lead to cure T.V. £8.50 Ex Stock.

NEW RF NOISE BRIDGE. Adjustable 0-1.000ohms, 3° x 1° x 2° only. SO239s, 1-170 MHz. Next, accurate & economical. £25.50 Ex Stock.

S.E.M. TRANSMATCH

The most VERSATILE Ant. Matching system. Will match from 15,000 Ohms BALANCED or UNBALANCED at up to 1kW. Link coupled balun means no connection to the equipment which can cure T.V. both ways. SO239s and 4mm connectors for co-ax or wire feed. 160-10 metres TRANSMATCH £75.50, 90-10 metres £67.50. EZITUNE built in for 24 extra. (See below for details of EZITUNE). £24 extra. Note. We sell many more with EZITUNE fitted.

3 WAY ANTENNA SWITCH 1kHz SO239s. Good to 2 metres. £15.00 Ex stock. Or 4th position to earth output £17.50 Ex Stock.

S.E.M. EZITUNE

Because such an unit is needed, its usefulness is not appreciated until you have used one. Clean up the bands by tuning up without transmitting. Connects in aerial lead, produces S9 + (1-170MHz) noise in receiver. Adjust A.T.U. to cure TVI both ways. S0239s. £25.00 Ex stock. P.C.B. to fit in any A.T.U. £24.90 Ex stock.

SENTINEL 21Y1 LINEAR POWER/PRE-AMPLIFIERS

£29.50 Ex stock. P.c.b. to fit in any A.T.U. £24.00 Ex stock. Fully protected, you can transmit through it, save your P.A. and stop ORM S0239s. Connects in aerial lead, produces S9 + (1-170MHz) noise in receiver. Adjust A.T.U. to the equipment which can cure TVI both ways. S0239s and 4mm connectors for co-ax or wire feed. 160-10 metres TRANSMATCH £75.50, 90-10 metres £67.50. EZITUNE built in for 24 extra. (See below for details of EZITUNE). £24 extra. Note. We sell many more with EZITUNE fitted.

SENTINEL AUTO 2 METRE or 4 METRE PRE-AMPLIFIER 400W P.E.P. power rating. Use on any mode. 12V 25mA. £48.00. BAS Same specification as the Auto including 240V P.S.U. £33.00* SENTINEL STANDARD PRE-AMPLIFIER. No R.F. switch. £10.00 Ex stock. 70cm versions of all these (except PAS) £4.00 extra. All ex stock.

S.E.M. AUDIO MULTIFILTER (A very good filter at a very good price). To improve ANY receiver on ANY mode. The most versatile filter available. Gives "passband" tuning, "variable selectivity" and one or two notches. Switched Hi-pass, Lo-pass, peak or notch. Selectivity from 2kHz to 20kHz. Tunable from 2kHz to 25kHZ. PLUS another notch available in any of the four switch positions which covers 10kHz to 100kHz. 12 volt operation. Sizes: 6" x 2¾" front panel, 3¾" deep, 3" all for only £17.50 Ex stock.

SENTINEL AUTO H.F. WIDEBAND PRE-AMPLIFIER 2-40Mhz, 15dB gain. Straight through when OFF. 9-12V, 2¾" x 1¾" x 3". 200W through power. £19.50* Ex stock.


S.E.M. VISA 80 METRE RECEIVER

Already a great success. If you want an 80 metre (3.5-3.8MHz) Rx. Only 2¾" x 6" x 2¾" front panel, 3¾" deep, 12 volt operation. 1.90 for S0239s or BNC sockets. Ring or write for more information. Plac orders or request information on our Ansaphone at cheap rate times.

Three Models:
1. SENTINEL 35: twelve times power gain. 3W IN 36W OUT. 4amps. Max. drive 5W. 6° x 2¾" front panel, 4¾" deep. £65.00 Ex stock.
2. SENTINEL 50: five times power gain. 10W IN 50W OUT. Max. drive 16W 6amps. Same size as the Sentinel 35. £79.50 Ex stock.
3. SENTINEL 100: ten times power gain. 100W IN 100W OUT. Max. drive 16W. Size: 6° x 4" front panel, 3½" deep. 12 amps. £115.00 Ex stock.

POWER SUPPLIES for our lines 5 amp £34.00, 12 amp £48.00.

Offer expires on March 31, 1984
THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
January, 1984

Pictured left with its companion ATCS 144e controller is the GFBA 144e high-performance 'masstuned' preamplifier for the 144-146 MHz amateur band. It is unique in using a 'noiseless' negative feedback circuit (the result of several months research at muTek) around a MGF 1232-gasket - resulting in a combination of very low noise figure (typically <0.9dB) with quite outstanding large signal performance (the input third order intercept point is typically around +14dBm). Through power handling in the transmit mode is 1W (peak 500W carrier) for vswr of <1.1 and 500mW (300W carrier) for vswr of 2.0:1. The companion ATCS 144e controller allows preamplifier control with proper power amplifier sequencing and will interface with all transceivers (that we're aware of) currently in use.

Need more information? — then an enq or 'phone call will do the trick.

GFBA 144e (incl. ATCS 144e) £129.90 incl. vat, p&p £2.50.

At the other end of the range (but manufactured with no less attention to detail) is our SLNA 146b Transceiver Optimised Preamplifier for the popular FT-290 transceiver. Fitting in the location occupied by some foreign models this preamplifier will ensure an externally noise limited receiver. The use of an on-board antenna relay and the provision of a variable output attenuator allows this level of sensitivity to be obtained with a minimum of strong signal performance degradation.

The excellent bandpass filtering incorporated in this design also results in very much improved image rejection and will eliminate much of the breakthrough from aircraft band which seems to plague some people. The SLNA 146b is supplied complete with step-by-step fitting instructions and a high-quality cable kit to simplify installation. It's not difficult to do but if you'd rather not attempt fitting yourself please contact Amateur Radio Exchange who are offering a fitting service.

SLNA 146b £27.40 incl. vat, p&p £1.20.

muTek limited - the rf technology company
Bradworthy, Holsworthy, Devon EX22 7TU (0409 24) 543
### microdot II

**CW/RTTY/AMTOR/ASCII Communications Terminal**

**£540 (incl. VAT)**

**"ADD-ON" OPTIONS:**
- Built-in 2 colour 40 columns printer (£190)
- Text processor (£39)
- FFC, ARQ and 'listen' modes; ASCII transmit and receive. Automatic PTT line.
- Battery back-up of memory (£30)
- AMTOR/ASCII modules (£28)
- Conventional keyboard legended for all functions.
- Built-in memories for transmit text preparation.
- Transmits/receives CW (more) and RTTY (teleprinter).
- Full duplex working.
- Users calllog programmed.
- Self check facility.
- Printer port (parallel, Centronics compatible).
- External video port.
- PTT control.
- Phase coherent AFSK generator.
- Real-time clock.

**STANDARD FEATURES:**
- Green phosphor screen.
- Triple frequency stability.
- Fixed text stores.
- Char. by char. and "page" transmission modes.
- TOLERANCES: Up to 80kHz - Total tolerances = ± 100ppm 0°C to +70°C.

**ADD-ON OPTIONS:**
- microdot II

**DELIVERY:**
- 1MHz to 10MHz - 4/6 weeks, other frequencies - 6/8 weeks.

**Prices overtones to series resonance. Unless otherwise specified, fundamentals will be supplied to 30pf circuit conditions and tolerances will be ±25ppm (2ppm above 1MHz).**

**BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR**

Train now for the Radio Amateur Licence examination. An exciting hobby which will enable you to talk and listen to the whole world. No previous knowledge needed, only a few hours a week of home study for 3 to 6 months. We have successfully trained people over the past 40 years! Post coupon below for details or telephone 0734 51515 (24hr service).

**British National Radio & Electronics School**

READING, BERKS. RG1 1BR

**FREE brochure without obligation from:**

British National Radio & Electronics School

Reading, Berks. RG1 1BR

Name __________________________

Address ________________________

SWM/1/85

**BLOCK CAPS PLEASE**

---

**P.M. ELECTRONIC SERVICES**

2 ALEXANDER DRIVE, HESWALL, Wirral, Merseyside L61 6X1

**Telephone:** 051 342 4443

**Telex:** 627371

**SERVICES**

- Electronic Components
- Transistors
- ICs
- Semiconductors
- Transformers
- Inductors
- Capacitors
- Resistors
- connectors
- Electronic Test Equipment
- Antenna Systems

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- 2 colour 40 columns printer
- Text processor
- FFC, ARQ and 'listen' modes; ASCII transmit and receive. Automatic PTT line.
- Battery back-up of memory
- AMTOR/ASCII modules
- Conventional keyboard
- Built-in memories for transmit text preparation
- Transmits/receives CW (more) and RTTY (teleprinter)
- Full duplex working
- Users calllog programmed
- Self check facility
- Printer port (parallel, Centronics compatible)
- External video port
- PTT control
- Phase coherent AFSK generator
- Real-time clock

**STANDARD FEATURES**

- Triple frequency stability
- Fixed text stores
- Char. by char. and "page" transmission modes
- TOLERANCES: Up to 80kHz - Total tolerances = ± 100ppm 0°C to +70°C

**ADD-ON OPTIONS**

- microdot II

**DELIVERY**

- 1MHz to 10MHz - 4/6 weeks, other frequencies - 6/8 weeks

**Prices overtones to series resonance. Unless otherwise specified, fundamentals will be supplied to 30pf circuit conditions and tolerances will be ±25ppm (2ppm above 1MHz).**

---

**UPTONHAM**

G2BAR HAM BAND AERIALS

**NEW RANGE OF TET ANTENNA SYSTEMS**

Excellent results in the Smaller Gardens

**With Quarter and Halfwave Trapped Wire Antennas**

10 to 100 kHz TP30 £12.90 - 1/2W TP3 195.95 - 1W TP4 - £45.50

10 to 40 kHz TP4 £19.95 - 1/2W TP3 195.95 - 1W TP4 - £45.50

10 to 40 kHz TP4 £19.95 - 1/2W TP3 195.95 - 1W TP4 - £45.50

**YAESU AUTHORISED UK DEALER**

Latest FT775GK & Automatic Tuner Demonstrations FT980-102-77-726R

For Descriptive Leaflets - Please send 30p Stamps

---

**Block Caps Please**

---
**ADVANCE REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES (MODULAR) Type PM-19 adjustable 0-7v. D.C. @ 10amps. Overcurrent and crow bar overvoltage protection: £29.00**

**COUTANT REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES (MODULAR) 6 V.D.C. adjustable @ 20 amps. £26.00**

**FURZEHILL REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES 12-24 V.D.C. adjustable @10amps £25.00**

Above units supplied with circuit information.

**FARNELL STABILISED POWER UNITS Model 24-250UF adjustable 12-24 volt D.C. @ 250mA.**

**UNREGULATED POWER SUPPLY UNITS 24 V.D.C. @ 15amps. Standard rack. £22.00**

**SORENSEN REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES (RACK MOUNTING) adjustable 0-40 V.D.C. @ 6 amps. Fitted with volt and amp meters (manufactured by Raytheon). With instruction manual. £65.00**

**ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS (manufactured by Partridge) 110v. 250v. multistep input. Output 0-55-55v. @ 2kw. £36.00**

**AUTO TRANSFORMERS 230v. 115v. @ 4 Kw. £12.00**

**TEKTRONIX OSCILLOSCOPES Type RM 150. 4X150A VALVES (£9.30 inc. VAT).**

**CALL OR PHONE FOR A QUARTZ CRYSTALS IN 24 HOURS ANY FREQUENCY 2-50 MHz FOR £5 inc.**

New fast service for C.W.O only (state holder style). Clock oscillators for microprocessors in stock from £9.30. McKnight Crystal Co Ltd, Hardley Industrial Estate Hythe, Southampton SO4 6ZY Tel: 0703 848961

---

**G2VF Inventor and proprietor of Patent for VARIABLE HIGH FREQUENCY FRAME ANTENNA wishes all Hams and SWL’s to benefit from his invention and offers circuit and full assembly details for the modest sum of £5. A Do-It-Yoursell project. Components required to be found in most Ham shacks. Most expensive components, two variable tuning capacitors. Antenna twenty-one inches square, mounts on top of control box, fully rotatable from operating position, tunable all the way 80 to 100 metres there being only one inductance. SWR One to One 40, 15 and 10 and One Point Five to One 80 and 20. R9 on CW from JA, W 20 and 40 meters there being only one inductance. SWR One to One 40, 15 and 10 and One Point Five to One 80 and 20. R9 on CW from JA, W areas 90-9, VE 1 to 6 and all Europe. Ninety awards obtained with frame. Maximum power 100 watts. NEW EFFICIENT L.W. AND M. WAVE FRAME ANTENNA. 21 inches square. D.I.Y. project. Maximum power 100 watts. NEW EFFICIENT L.W. AND M. WAVE FRAME ANTENNA. 21 inches square. D.I.Y. project. Circuit, parts list, assembly data £3. Ideal Caravan and flat dwellers. F. G. Rylands, 39 Parkside Avenue Millbrook, Southampton SO1 9AF**

---

**ALL VALVES & TRANSISTORS**

Call or phone for a most courteous quotation 01-749 3934

We are one of the largest stockists of valves etc. in the U.K.

**QUARTZ CRYSTALS IN 24 HOURS ANY FREQUENCY 2-50 MHz FOR £5 inc.**

---

**"S.W.M." DX ZONE MAP**

New 10th Edition!

Great Circle Projection on durable, quality, paper for wall mounting, 33% in. wide by 24% in. deep. Giving essential DX information—bearing and distance of all parts of the world relative to the U.K., the Zone areas into which the world is divided for Amateur Radio purposes, with major prefixes listed separately. Distance scale in miles and kilometres. Time scale in GMT. Marking of Lat./Long. close enough for accurate plotting. Hundreds of place names, mainly the unusual ones, and most of the rare islands.

Prefixed correct to August 1982

Price £4.35 inc. p/p

Publications Dept.

Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

---

**("SITUATIONS" AND "TRADE")**

25p per word, minimum charge £3.00. No series discount. All charges payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add 50 per cent for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility accepted for transcription errors. Box Numbers 40p extra. Send copy, with remittance, to the Classified Dept., Short Wave Magazine Ltd., 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

Copy must be received by January 12th to be sure of inclusion in the February issue.

---

**TRADE**

**GSV** Type Aerials, half-size, £12.00; full-size, £13.95. NEW HARD-DRAWN COPPER AERIAL WIRE, 140-ft., 14 s.w.g., £6.90 per 50 metres; 16 s.w.g., £5.90. All items post paid. — S. M. Tatham, 1 Orchard Way, Fontwell, Arundel, West Sussex.

February issue: due to appear Friday, January 27th. Single copies at 90p post paid will be sent by first-class mail for orders received by Wednesday, January 25th, as available. — Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

Confidential Frequency List gives over 10,000 world-wide station/frequencies in CW, Fixed, Aero, Fax, etc., £8.25 plus 60p post/packing. Guide to RTTY Frequencies lists 4,500 world-wide stations covering Commercial, Aero, Marine, etc., £7.35 plus 50p post/packing. World Press Services Frequencies lists all news services in English by GMT, frequency and country, £4.45 plus 45p post/packing. Post free for two or more books. — Interproduct Ltd., SW2, Stanley, Perth. (Tel: 073882-575).

Amateur radio equipment bought, sold, exchanged. — Ring 04024-55733, 6 to 9 p.m. and weekends.

Aerial wire, 14 s.w.g. hard-drawn copper, 70ft. coils, £5.50; 140-ft., £8.90 (inc. VAT and postage). Amidon toroidal cores, TVI/AFI ferrite rings. Send s.a.e. for lists. Business hours: 9.30-5.00, Tues.-Sat. — SMC/TMP Electronics, Unit 27, Pinfold Workshop, Buckley, Ciwyd CH7 3PL.

QSL cards. Sample pack and price list forwarded on receipt of 24p stamp. — Derwent Press, 69 Langstone Drive, Exmouth, Devon EX8 4HZ.

Ham holiday in Sri Lanka. Write to Spangles Travels, 84 Templers Road, Mount Lavinia, Sri Lanka. (Tel: 010 941 713437).

CALL SIGN LAPEL BADGES. Professionally engraved, by return of post, £1.50 cash with order (state name and callign). — AYLMER-KELLY (S), 2 Pickwick Road, Corsham, Wiltshire SN12 9BJ.

New! Scientifically prepared courses to get you through the R.A.E. examination. — Ring 01-346 8597 for free booklet.

Course for City & Guilds, Radio Amateur’s Examination. Pass this important examination and obtain your licence, with an RRC Home Study Course. For details of this and other courses (GCE, Career and professional examinations, etc.) write or phone: THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JV4, Tuition House, London SW19 4DS. Tel: 01-947 7272 (9 a.m. to 5 p.m.) or use our 24-hour Recordacall Service, 01-946 1102 quoting Dept. JV4.

Tuition: self-test manual for R.A.E. students — "Questions & Answers", £2.75 inc. post/packing. For details please send s.a.e. — Peter Bubb (Tuition), G3UWJ, 58 Greenacres, Bath BA1 4NR.
Copy must be received by January 12th to be sure of inclusion in the February issue.

READERS

For Sale: Yaesu FT-101, 80-10m., nice condition, no mods., £225. Buyer inspects/collcts, or carriage extra. — Ring Foster, GECUN, Cheltenham (0242) 515074.

Selling: Eddyestone 750 Rx, general coverage, good condition, £65. — Ring Walton-On-Thames 223201.


Wanted: SWL requires solid-state general coverage receiver. Yaesu/Trio preferred. — Ring Moore, 01-530 4934 (Woodford).

J. BIRKETT

23 THE STR A IT
LINCOLN, LIN5 1UF. Phone. 207877
NUT FIXING FEED THRU’s 3300VRMS INSULATION @ 6 for 5C.
FERRITE RINGS n. + n. @ 2p. SUB MINI TYPE 30 U.H. 200p @ 30p.
COIL FORMERS paining type with core 1” x 1” @ 10p. CERAMIC TYPES with core 1” x 1” @ 25p.
SCREENED VARIABLE INDUCTANCE 5U.H. to 1U.H. @ 20p each.
PRESET R.T. VARIABLES butterfly type 50p @ 50p.
SUG TRANSMITTERS similar to 151347 £1.10.
VMOS POWER TRANSISTORS VIN10K @ 5p. VIN8 @ 8p.
CRYSTALS 10K type. 7010, 7011, 7020, 7025, 7030, 7035 all at 5p each.
WIRE ENDED RF CHOKES 1MH 125MA @ 20p each.
X BAND TUNING VARACTOR DIODES 1 to 2pf or 3 to 4pf, both @ 3p each.
MUMETAL TORIODS dia. 40MM int. dia. 19MM x 7MM @ 35p. Type 2, 23MM dia.
X BAND GUNN DIODES with data @ E1.65.
20 ASSORTED VHF COLOUR CODED RF CHOKES @ 7p.
RENDAR “/” SPINDLE 1” x 1” 1/4” DIA. INSTRUMENT KNOB with handle @ 40p.
2N3866 UNMARKED GOOD TRANSISTORS @ 3 for 75p.
95p.
PRE-SET R.T. VARIABLES butterfly type 50p @ 50p.
SUG TRAMIBUSTERS similar to 151347 £1.10.
VMOS POWER TRANSISTORS VIN10K @ 5p. VIN8 @ 8p.
CRYSTALS 10K type. 7010, 7011, 7020, 7025, 7030, 7035 all at 5p each.
WIRE ENDED RF CHOKES 1MH 125MA @ 20p each.
X BAND TUNING VARACTOR DIODES 1 to 2pf or 3 to 4pf, both @ 3p each.
MUMETAL TORIODS dia. 40MM int. dia. 19MM x 7MM @ 35p. Type 2, 23MM dia.
X BAND GUNN DIODES with data @ E1.65.
20 ASSORTED VHF COLOUR CODED RF CHOKES @ 7p.
RENDAR “/” SPINDLE 1” x 1” 1/4” DIA. INSTRUMENT KNOB with handle @ 40p.
2N3866 UNMARKED GOOD TRANSISTORS @ 3 for 75p.
95p.
PRE-SET R.T. VARIABLES butterfly type 50p @ 50p.
SUG TRAMIBUSTERS similar to 151347 £1.10.
VMOS POWER TRANSISTORS VIN10K @ 5p. VIN8 @ 8p.
CRYSTALS 10K type. 7010, 7011, 7020, 7025, 7030, 7035 all at 5p each.
WIRE ENDED RF CHOKES 1MH 125MA @ 20p each.
X BAND TUNING VARACTOR DIODES 1 to 2pf or 3 to 4pf, both @ 3p each.
MUMETAL TORIODS dia. 40MM int. dia. 19MM x 7MM @ 35p. Type 2, 23MM dia.
X BAND GUNN DIODES with data @ E1.65.
20 ASSORTED VHF COLOUR CODED RF CHOKES @ 7p.
RENDAR “/” SPINDLE 1” x 1” 1/4” DIA. INSTRUMENT KNOB with handle @ 40p.
2N3866 UNMARKED GOOD TRANSISTORS @ 3 for 75p.
95p.
PRE-SET R.T. VARIABLES butterfly type 50p @ 50p.
SUG TRAMIBUSTERS similar to 151347 £1.10.
VMOS POWER TRANSISTORS VIN10K @ 5p. VIN8 @ 8p.
CRYSTALS 10K type. 7010, 7011, 7020, 7025, 7030, 7035 all at 5p each.
WIRE ENDED RF CHOKES 1MH 125MA @ 20p each.
X BAND TUNING VARACTOR DIODES 1 to 2pf or 3 to 4pf, both @ 3p each.
MUMETAL TORIODS dia. 40MM int. dia. 19MM x 7MM @ 35p. Type 2, 23MM dia.
X BAND GUNN DIODES with data @ E1.65.
For Sale: Microwave Modules transverter, 2m. to 70cm., as new, £140. RTTY and CW decoder with display, £40. Solartron signal generator, 0-50 MHz, £15. Panda Cub Tx with instructions, superb condition, £25. Sony portable SW Rx, £50. MFJ CW filter, £10. Type D Morse key, brass with cover, £15. Avo C/R bridge, £15. G4DHF/G3WPO transverter kit with xtal, partly built, £50. — Ring McCallum, G4VNG, Peterborough (0733) 231639.

Selling: Yaesu FT-290 with carrying case, nics, battery charger and 30-watt Microwave Modules linear amplifier, £230. — Ring Samuels, Grimsby (0472) 74657.

Selling: Eddystone 770U Mk. II receiver, 150-500 MHz, good condition but some adjustment required, complete with manual, £130. — Ring Gary, Knowle 5830.

February issue: due to appear Friday, January 27th. Single copies at 90p post paid will be sent by first-class mail for orders received by Wednesday, January 25th, as available. — Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine, 34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.


Sale: Trio TR-7010 SSB transceiver, 144 MHz, with microphone and mobile mount, £97. Mains/DC PSU to suit, £13. — Knight, G2FUU, QTHR (Tel: Nazeing 2274, Essex).

For Sale: Yaesu FTV-107R transverter for 2 metres, £65 or near offer. Quad antenna, 4-element, 2m., £15 or near offer. Both 'as new'. — Ring Soliman, Stoke-on-Trent 44737.

Wanted: Joystick and ATU, or ATU only. — Tee, G8UA, 33 Red Lees Road, Cliviger, Burnley, Lancs.

For Sale: Rare opportunity to acquire a unique R.C.A. LS-1 1957 SSB transceiver in near mint condition, coverage 1.8 to 15 MHz at present, original crystals onboard, requires only VFO, weight 149 lbs., £150. Also Heathkit DX-100U transmitter and LS-10 SSB unit, 1.8 to 30 MHz, £65. Buyer to arrange transport. — Walker, G4JRN, QTHR. (Tel: 0305-82259).

Selling: Sony ICF-7600D receiver, FM 76-108 MHz, LW/MW/SW 153 to 29995 kHz, mint condition, little used, superb condition, £30. Call after 7 p.m. — Tony, 57 Louisville Road, Tooting Bec, London S.W.17.

Wanted: 2 Set or similar, for use, working or repairable. Please no collectors' prices. — Wooster, 2 Vicarage Lane, Hoo, Rochester, Kent.

Shack Clearance: Unused components, very cheap, mostly 1/4-watt resistors, capacitors, transistors, and some test gear.

Name your offer price from my list, 9 x 4" s.a.e. appreciated. — Higginson, 107 Northumberland Avenue, Welling, Kent. (Tel: 01-303 3381).


Kenwood and Icom owners: when you receive our separate newsletters you will wonder how you managed without them! Send an s.a.e. for details to G3RKc, QTHR.

For Sale: Trio TS-700 2-metre all-mode transceiver, very good condition, with microphone, handbook and 8-ele Yagi, £195 or near offer. — Ring Cook, Byfleet (09323) 42581.
SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS
by William Orr, W6SA1

Latest Edition

This excellent and thoroughly recommended handbook is the publication on the practical approach to building aerials. After starting with aerial fundamentals there are discussions and descriptions of ground-plane, end-fed, DX dipole, vertical and wire beam antennas, plus coverage on a universal HF antenna system and working DX with an “invisible aerial”; the SWR meter and coaxial cable also have chapters to themselves.

The whole book is presented in an authoritative, immensely clear, readable and enjoyable manner with the emphasis on the practical throughout — to the extent that even the chap who can hardly strip a piece of co-ax need not feel at all left out! Just as practical for the SWL, too!

192 pages
£4.85 inc. post.

Order from:
Publications Dept.
Short Wave Magazine Ltd.
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ

BETTER SHORT WAVE RECEPTION
by William I. Orr W6SA1 and Stuart D. Cowan W2LX

Latest 5th Edition

In the latest edition of this excellent work for all those who own (or intend to own) a radio receiver, these two well-known and respected writers have produced chapters covering: the radio spectrum and what you can actually hear world-wide; the tuning of a shortwave receiver; the business of buying a receiver, both new and secondhand; a description of the SW Rx in non-technical terms, together with receiver adjustment and alignment; DX-ing above 30 MHz; a description of the VHF receiver; building and adjusting efficient aerials; reception techniques.

Thoroughly readable and “digestible”, this book is without doubt a very valuable addition to the bookshelf of any SWL.

160 pages
£4.30 inc. post.

Order from:
Publications Dept.
Short Wave Magazine Ltd.
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ

BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO
by F. G. Rayer, G3OGR

Frank Rayer, well-known to many Short Wave Magazine readers, completed this book, published by Newnes, just before he died. It is written especially for those who are interested in learning about radio communication and explains simply many of the aspects of radio that can be baffling to the newcomer. Contains a great deal of information helpful in the preparation for the Radio Amateurs’ Examination.

169 pages
£4.96 inc. p/p

Order from:
Publications Dept.
Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

EASIBINDERS

To hold together 12 copies of “Short Wave Magazine”.

Strongly made with stiff covers, and bound in red Wintrel Achina, these handsome binders have the title and date frame blocked in gold on the spine. Price £4.65 including post/packing.

Publications Dept.
Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ.

PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF VALVE RADIO REPAIR
by Chas. E. Miller

One of the latest titles in the “Newnes Technical Book” series, this book contains historical and technical information, together with a comprehensive and detailed description of fault-finding and repair techniques, on a wide range of vintage broadcast bands receivers from the 1920’s to the 1950’s. The basic information is of great value in the restoration of valued amateur bands receivers, too. Published in hardback.

221 pages
£15.95 inc. p/p

Order from:
Publications Dept.
Short Wave Magazine Ltd.,
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9 EQ.

AMATEUR RADIO
by Gordon Stokes and Peter Bubb

The Lutterworth Press are the publishers of this book, which is intended for those wishing to study for the R.A.E. and comprises nineteen chapters, plus Introduction and Index, covering the basic, technical material the would-be candidate needs to obtain a “pass”. Copiously illustrated with simple diagrams and excellent plates. Published in hardback.

192 pages
£9.60 inc. p/p

Order from:
Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9 EQ.
**1984 CALL BOOK “DX LISTINGS”**

*now in stock!!*

(i.e. all amateur call-signs outside the U.S.A. and its Possessions)

In this issue . . .
- 413,852 licensed radio amateurs
- 37,265 new licenses included, issued since the 1983 edition
- 115,940 changes in listings
- QSL managers
- Radio amateur prefixes of the world
- ARRL Countries list
- Great Circle bearings
- Standard Time charts
- Census of world Amateur Radio licenses
- Plus much, much more!

1206 pages £15.25 inc. postage

Order from:

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ

---

**1984 CALL BOOK “U.S. LISTINGS”**

*now in stock!!*

In this issue . . .
- 433,921 licensed U.S. radio amateurs
- 30,505 new licenses included, issued since the 1983 edition
- 106,567 changes in listings
- Then & Now — call letter changes
- QSL managers
- ARRL Countries list
- Zip Codes and Licence Class on all listings
- Standard Time charts
- Census of U.S. Amateur Radio licenses
- Plus many other features

1214 pages £15.90 inc. postage

Order from:

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9EQ

---

**THE RADIO AMATEUR’S HANDBOOK, 1984 (ARRL)**

*is now in stock!*

61st Edition

Still the reference book no radio amateur should be without! As well as covering Ohm’s Law to spread-spectrum, new material in the 1984 edition includes: new tables on low-pass, high-pass and band-pass filters; an updated section on the classes of amplifier operation; a new kilowatt amplifier for 160, 80 and 40m.; a refined version of the De luxe Audio Filter; plus updated chapters on Specialised Communications Systems and Interference. A new and better index is included — and a full-colour foldout spectrum chart. And much, much more!

640 pages hard cover, £15.75 inc. p/p
soft cover, £12.50 inc. p/p

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9 EQ

---

**Butterworth Group publications now in stock**

Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd edition £10.60
Two-Metre Antenna Handbook £6.35
Questions and Answers on Amateur Radio £2.40
Beginners Guide to Radio, 8th edition £5.05
Beginners Guide to Electronics, 4th edition £5.05
Beginners Guide to Amateur Radio £4.95
Projects in Amateur Radio and Short Wave Listening £3.65
Guide to Broadcasting Stations, latest 18th edition £4.30
The World’s Radio Broadcasting Stations and European FM/TV Guide £7.60
Semiconductor Data, new 11th edition £8.05
Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 5th edition £8.10
Practical Handbook of Valve Radio Repair, new title £15.95
Electronics Pocket Book, 4th edition £6.20
Oscilloscopes — How to Use Them, How They Work £4.85

*prices include postage and packing*

Publications Dept.
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.
34 HIGH STREET, WELWYN,
HERTS. AL6 9 EQ
Technical Books and Manuals

(ENGLISH AND AMERICAN)

AERIAL INFORMATION

Antenna Handbook (Orr and Cowan) ........................................ £4.55
Practical Aerial Handbook, 2nd Edition (King) ......................... £10.60
Beam Antenna Handbook ..................................................... £4.36
Cubical Quad Antennae, 2nd Edition ....................................... £3.60
Simple Low Cost Wire Antennas, by Orr Aerial Projects (Penfold) ............................... £2.30
73Dipoles and Long-Wire Antennas (E. M. Noll) ...................... £6.70
Antenna Book (ARRL) latest 1984 Edition ....................... £3.65
HF Antennas for All Locations (RSGB) .................................... £6.10
How to Build Hidden, Limited-Space Antennas..................... £4.95
That Work, by W8LKT (Tab) ................................................ £8.65
The Antenna Construction Handbook for Ham, CB and SWL (Tab) £6.65
Home-Brew HF/VHF Handi-Book (Tab) .................................. £6.50
The Shortwave Listener’s Antenna Handbook (Tab) .............. £9.70
25 Simple Amateur Band Aerials (E. M. Noll) new title ......... £2.25
VHF Propagation Handbook, by WA4MVI ......................... £3.55

BOOKS FOR THE BEGINNER

Amateur Radio (Lutterworth Press) ......................................... £9.60
Questions and Answers on Amateur Radio, by F. C. Judd G2BCX £2.40
Elements of Electronics, Book 3 ......................................... £2.90
Elements of Electronics, Book 4 ......................................... £3.35
Solid State Short Wave Receivers for Beginners (R. A. Penfold) £2.25
Beginners Guide to Radio, 9th Edition ................................ £5.05
Beginners Guide to Electronics, new 4th Edition ................. £5.05
Beginners Guide to Amateur Radio (Newnes), new title ...... £4.95
Morse Code for the Radio Amateur (RSGB) ......................... £1.20
Understanding Amateur Radio (ARRL) ................................ £4.70

GENERAL

Projects in Amateur Radio and Short Wave Listening (Newnes) £3.65
How to Build your own Solid State Oscilloscope (Rayer) .......... £2.25
How to Design and Make Your Own PCB’s (new title) ......... £2.25
How to Design and Make Your Own PCB’s (new title) ......... £2.25
Better Short Wave Reception, (5th Ed) ............................... £4.30
FM & Repeaters for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) ..................... £4.35
Easybinder to hold 12 copies of "Short Wave Magazine" together £4.65
The World’s Radio Broadcasting Stations and European FM/TV (Newnes) £7.60

Guide to Broadcasting Stations (18th Edition) ....................... £4.30
Radio Stations Guide ....................................................... £2.05
Long Distance Television Reception (TV-DX) for the Enthusiast (revised edition) £2.25
An Introduction to Radio DXing ......................................... £2.30
Radio Amateurs DX Guide (14th Edition) ............................. £2.46
Power Supply Projects (Penfold) ...................................... £2.05

HANDBOOKS AND MANUALS

Radio Communication Handbook, Vols. 1 and 2 combined (paperback), RSGB £11.05
Teleprinter Handbook, New 2nd Ed. (RSGB) ....................... £13.70
The Radio Amateur’s Handbook 1984 (ARRL), soft cover ...... £12.60
The Radio Amateur’s Handbook 1984 (ARRL), hard cover ...... £13.70
Learning to Work with Integrated Circuits (ARRL) .............. £15.75
Solid State Basics for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) ............. £4.35
Weather Satellite Handbook ............................................. £4.95
Text Equipment for the Radio Amateur (RSGB) ............... £6.95
Amateur Radio Operating Manual (RSGB) 2nd Ed. ............. £15.95
Oscilloscopes — How to Use Them, How They Work (Newnes) £4.95
Practical Handbook of Oscilloscopes (Newnes), new title ...... £15.95
The Complete Shortwave Listener’s Handbook 2nd Ed. (Tab) .. £10.10

USEFUL REFERENCE BOOKS

Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur (ARRL) ............. £6.35
Foundations of Wireless and Electronics, 9th Edition (Scroggie) £8.10
Amateur Radio Techniques, 7th Edn. (RSGB) ..................... £6.00
U.K. Call Book 1984 (RSGB) ........................................... £5.75
Hints and Kinks (ARRL) .................................................. £1.70
Electronics Data Book (ARRL) ......................................... £3.15
Radio Frequency Interference (ARRL) ................................ £2.40
Amateur Radio Awards, (RSGB) ....................................... £3.40
Electronics Pocket Book, 4th Edition (Newnes) .................... £5.20

VALVE AND TRANSISTOR MANUALS

Towers’ International Transistor Selector, latest Edition (Up-Date No. 2) £10.60
Semiconductor Data Book, 11th Edition (Newnes) ............... £9.05
International Transistor Equivalents Guide ....................... £3.35
International Diode Equivalents Guide .............................. £2.60

VHF PUBLICATIONS

The UHF-Compendium, Parts 1 and 2 .............................. £12.50

Available from

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Publications Dept.
34 High Street, Welwyn, Herts. AL6 9EQ—Welwyn (043871) 5206/7

Prices are subject to alteration without notice.

Terms C.W.O)

Many of these titles are American in origin

O/P (Out of print)       THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND PACKING
O/S (Out of stock)

Orders despatched by return of post

(Counter Service: 9.30-5.00 Mon. to Fri.)

Volume XLI THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
FROM THE COMPANY THAT SUPPLIES THEM ALL...

Once again we are pleased to bring to your notice details of new equipment available now, or available soon - also continuing our policy of bulk purchases for best prices we are able to offer many popular lines at superb prices.

Remember of course all our equipment can be purchased by mail order on credit card. We can also offer interest free h.p. on many items.

THE LATEST AND GREATEST HF MOBILE OR BASE STATION
The H.F. Transceiver that needs no hidden extras.

YAESU FT757G £625.00
THE LATEST AND GREATEST HF MOBILE OR BASE STATION
The H.F. Transceiver that needs no hidden extras.

FTV 107R TRANSVERTERS FITTED WITH 2 METERS
Now available for the following equipment
FT102 - £125 TS430S - £135
TS930S - £145 IC751 - £125
Just plug in and go!

JIL-SX 400N PROFESSIONAL SERIES SCANNER
26-520 Mhz, AM/FM, 20 Memories, Tuning Meter, Priority, GHz Function Switch (520 kc/s to 3.7GHz) + Lots more. Phone for details.

IC02 same size as the IC2E
New case design with semi alloy construction.
LCD Display/Bar Graph S and PO meter.
HI/LO P/O half and 2 watts.
Keyboard entry/scanning.
10 Memories Priority channel.

FAIRMATE - AS32320
THE MOST POPULAR VHF/UHF RECEIVER AVAILABLE TODAY:
20 Memories, AM/FM, 118 to 162 MHz, 296 to 360 MHz.
Extremely small - 4½x6½x1½;

AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE
373 Uxbridge Road, Acton, London, W3 9RH Tel: 01-992 5765/67.
(Just 500 yards east of Ealing Common Station on the District Lines and 207 bus stops outside.)
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton-Le-Willows, Merseyside. Tel: 092 52 29881
Our North West Branch run by Peter ([4KKN])
CLOSED WEDNESDAY AT ACTON AND MONDAY AT EARLESTOWN. BUT USE OUR 24-HOUR ANSAFONE SERVICE AT EITHER SHOP.